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RESERVE
VOLUME m.

Local News
Miss Mable Hudson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Hudson and Mr.
Dave Gordon were married on March
31st. Thev left immediately for Carina
bad and other points in New Mexico
to De gone several weeks.
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ADVOCATE

RESERVE, CATRON COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY APRIL 21, 1923

WAR VETERANS INSURANCE
MAY BE REINSTATED

NEW MEXICO
Effective

Cash estates await several thousand
former service men in El Paso, according to the local Veterans' bureau. The
estates are in the life Insurance poll
cles which the government established
for soldiers during the war. This insur
ance may now be reinstatee on the
same terms on which it was grantel
during the war.
Any former service man may now
reinstate insurance of more than $100i
and up to- $10,000 in multiples of 600,
Chance For Sick, Too '

STATE FIRE LAW

after June

10,

REGULAR

GREENS GAP

1921

the

N

Miller and Mr. Moore

Bar country were married

OF

THE BOARD OF COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS

The Board of County Commissioners
of Catron County met this 8rd day of
April A. D. 1923 at 8 o'clock a. m..
There' being present, Emil Kiehne,
Chairman, Mr. S. J. Kidder and Mr.
Ramon
Garcia, commissioners Abb
A. T. Chavez,
Mr. and Mrs. Eby have a fine baby Alexander Sheriff,
County Clerk.
First thing in order
ooy.
was the reading of the minutes of the
Mr. Eby who has been out here for previous meeting, Motion made by Mr,
some time went to Magdalena to visit Kidder and duly seconded
by Mr.
Garcia to ammend the agreement
his wife and baby Tuesday afternoon
made with the Reserve Garage dated
W. L. Haynes and O. C. Ashbrook February 17th to read .as follows;
that the Co. Commissioners will only
were in Greens Gap Monday.
advance the sum of $200.00 which is
at the rate of $100.00 per year, and to
Glenn and Alleen Lawrence spent contract
for said water works for tie
Saturday afternoon in the Wilmeth's term of two years, which is their
full
home.
term of their office.
A petition of the Socorro State Bank
Ira Wyche passed through Greens was
to the Board asking
Gap Monday. He was on his way to to be presented
named a Depository for Catron
the tut ranch.
County funds to the amount of
Motion made by Mr. Kidder
Mr. Withmeth has gone to town this
and duly seconded by Mr. Garcia. We
week.
the Board of County Commissioners of
Messrs Pender and Mactavish were Catron County, N. M. having considered
the application of the Socorro
in Greens Gap Sunday.
State Bank do hereby name said Bank
as
Depository for Catron County funds
F. C. Mathers and family spent
we further instruct the Clerk to notify
Sunday in the Biggers home.
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MEETING

1

"Be It Enacted by the Legislature
of the State of New Mexico:
Mrs. Q. W. Burt visited Mrs. Blggers
Sec. 1. Any person who shall will last Thursday. Mrs. Burt went to
fully or negligently commit any of the Mrs. L.. B. Moores Friday to spend
acts hereinafter enumerated in this tne day.
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NUMBER

section shall be guilty of a misde
meanor, and upon conviction thereof
shall be punished by a fine of not less
here last week.
than twenty-fiv- e
nor more than five
hundred dollars, or Imprisonment in
Hugh Fraser, manager of the He
the county Jail for not less than fif
serve Mercantile Co. who has been ill
teen days nor more than six months,
for the past week, has gone to El Paso
or both such fine and Imprisonment,
for medical tratment.
(a) Set fire, or cause or procure
If the
is in good health,
it is only necessary to make a state fire to be set to any forest, brush or
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Buster are in ment to that effect and to furnisn
other inflammable vegetation growing
Reserve for a brief period before leav satisfactory physical examination. He or being on lands not his own, withing for Globe Arizona, where they will must pay the premiums for the one out the permission of the owner of
make their home in the future.
month of grace allowed for elapsing such land; provided, that no person
shall be convicted under this section
policies and for the current month,
Mr. Regnald Allred of Globe Arizona
If 'th
is sufficieng from who shall have set in good faith and
is visiting friends and realtives
service connected disability, he can with reasonable care, a backfire for
Reserve.
reinstate by furnishing complete phy the purpose of stopping the progress
sical examination and the payment oi of a fire than actually burning.
(b) Allow fire to escape from the
Mrs. H. C. Praser of Magdalena has all back premiums with interest at
control of the person or persons havbeen visiting her son for the past week per cent compounded annually.
This is important to the community ing charge thereof, or to spread to the
lands of any person other than the
Mrs. Neal Smith is visiting in Luna from an economic standpoint, official! building of such
fire without using
for a few days, the guest of Miss Ruby of the bureau say, because the money
will be spent here when the insurance every reasonable and proper precau
.service.
to
tion
such
fire from es
prevent
becomes payable.
caplng.
said Bank to furnish the neceasary
Mrs. Leo McAffee and son, Regnald
Reinstate Nowl
(c) Burn brush, stumps, Ipgs, rubBonds and state that the same be duly
"made a short visit to relatives in Luna
Ed.
fallen,
timbers!,
bish,
was
in
Dickens
seen
fallows,
Greens
grass
Gap
is
to
all
It
former er or
important
the past week.
qualified as soon as possible. The
stubble, whether on his own lantf Tuesday.
vice men because they will get In
Clerk presented a letter from Forest
or that of another, without
taking
F. A. Hubble was a visitor to the su ranee at less than cost since the every
Supervisor A. H. Douglas with reMrs. Frank Anderson of Datil
proper and reasonable precau
are
net
and
the
premiums
government tion both before the
ference to a cooperative agreement
County Seat last week.
lighting of said visiting her mother, Mrs. Green.
bears all expense of administaration
between
the Board of County Commis
and at all times thereafter to pre
If the insurance is reinstated now, It fire
of Catron County and the ForOwen Walters was down from the
sioners
vent the escape thereof;
provided
Pat McDou is working for Mr. Eby. est Service
will cost less than at any future time,
ranch last week.
regarding the Reseivo-Liui- a
b' wever, that any person desiring to
because the rates advance with the burn
Road.
as
the
months
aforesaid,
during
Louis
Mathers
last
town
started
for
RESOLUTION:
Among the out of town visitors thi age of the person to be insured.
of
June and July, shall give no Tuesday.
The policies may be converted Into tlceMay,
Be it resolved that we the Board of
week are Leslie Blackburn, J. D.
to the owners of adjacent land of
of
one
of
life
six forms
government
Commissioners of Catron
County
Fraser, Judge H. P. Owen and Fred
intention to burn at least 24
G. C. Green and Mr. and Mrs. Sidinsurance policies at level premium such
Nicholas.
County, N. M, have this day appro
hours before setting such fires.
ney Padgett went to a dance in
rates.
priated the sum of $1,200.00 out of the
Sec. 2. Any person who builds a Sweazeaville last
Saturday night.
Term or war time policies are pay
C. P, Herly, who has been in Mag
road fund for the maintainance of said
within this
camp fire upon lands
240
in
able
where
equal
instalments,
dalena for the past two weeks has re
road. This sum being the amount esC. D. Slssel and
State, not his own, without clearing
family
brought timated for the annual maintainance
the converted policies may be palu the
turned to Reserve.
around it Mrs. Lawrence from Datil last Sunground immediately
in one of three optional settlements.
of said road as per agreement between
free from material which will
day. They had dinner at the Law- th Bureau of Public
Miss Willie Cliff Wheatly of Luna These are payments one sum, in liml fire, or who leaves thereon a carry
Roads and the
rence
camp
home
night.
returning Sunday
ted instalments or in continuous in fire
was a Reserve visitor Monday.
Board of County Commissioners. If
or
and
who
unattended,
burning
stalments.
any extraordinary repairs and re
to spread thereon,
The policies can be converted into permits a camp fre
construction is required, that the
one of the following classes of insur or who shall be throwing away any
Commissioners expect to be able to
cigar, cigarette, match or by
ance: Ordinary life, 20 payment life. lighted
MAGDALENA
furnish an additonal sum for this
the use of firearms, or in any other
30 payment, 30 year endowment or en
DATIL
work when its allotment of the Forest
manner Btart a fire In forest material
dowment at the age of 62.
Reserve fund, is received.
not his own, and leave same un- (V-t.farrl
Soldiers Are Included
haVc
ivilttvuAM. Koentftr by !fl "i'ax
Jerry WhepJer
quenched, shall, upon conviction",:, be
from Albuquerque where Payers of Greens Gap, N. M., asking
wno avt puti.s)i!U
Not only,; the
line or not less man ten returned
Louis Conrad of north of puemndo
- i hursday the 12th 'with now returned to private lire are eiegi dollars ($10.00) nor more than one they were- looking after business in from the Board of County Commispuaaed
sioners to designate a first class road
.
a shipment 01 steers. They camped ble for insurance reinstatement, but hundred dollars ($100.00) or by lm terests.
starting from Greens Gap Post Office
at- the Baldwin
for not more than fifty
prisonment
place and penned in men now In the army may reinstate
Mr. Sage, Secretary of the Baptist and crossing the Datil Road at or near
(CO) days.
the water lot there. We understand policies taken out during the war. '
.
the Vlejo Ranch through the San
The opportunity to reinstate govern
Mr. Conrad is shipping all his cattle
Sec. 8 From May 1 to July 15 of young people's work, was in Magdament insurance expires March 3, 1926, each year it shall be unlawful for any lena during the past week looking af- Augustine Plain up to the County Line
this spring.
as far as the Ocean to Ocean Highor
Officials of the local Veterans' bureau person firm or corporation or em ter the local Baptist work.
way. Motion made by Mr. KidUer and
to reinstate as ployee thereof to use or operate any
C. W. Dahl of Datil and H. H. Lisle are urging
Mrs. McElroy of near Horse Springs duly seconded by Mr. Garcia to leave
portable
of Quemado were In on their wa to quickly as possible to take advantage lcomotive, logging engine,
is critically ill. Dr. Thomas was cal- this matter until further consideration
of the opportunity.
or
traction
engine
engine,
a
stationary
the
Mr.
Uth.
Dili
Maj:r lera Friday
Examinations and complete Informa engine using fuel other than oil, on or led Monday night and again Wednes- or until the next regular meeting on
has had a touch of rheumatism, but is
July 1923, Mr. Garcia the County
tlon regarding the reinstatement of in near forest land, Which is not provided day afternoon.
better.Commissioner was authorized to take
surance may be obtaintd from the of with an adequate spark arrester kept
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hammond went charge of this matter and to report on
the local Veterans)' bureail, In constant use and repair. Any per
Our school closed the 13th by order fice of
next regular meeting.
1218 Mills building.
who shall to Albuquerque Thursday returning the
son, firm or corporation
of the County Superintendent
of room
The Board took a recess until April
O
new
Essex
home
in
a
to
or
Friday
night
fall
comply
willfully
negligently
Mrs. Lawrence went as far
schools.
3rd. The Board met April the 3rd. all
with the foregoing porvlsions of this touring car.
as the railway station with the mail
as before. By request of Mr.
present
Bhall
misde
a
of
be
section
guilty
carrier and was there met by her son,
Mrs Carl Hudson and son, Harold Garcia the amount of $40.00 was almeanor, and upon conviction thereof
GLENWOOD
Glenn and driven on home. Our at
to come a part of the expeise
shall pay a fine for each engine or lo have returned from a ten days visit lowed
tendance has been excellent this
to drag the Ocean to Ocean highvay
comotive, without such spark arrester with relatives at Reserve.
school year. We will miss Mrs. Law
or that part within the Forest Bounddollars
if not less than twenty-fiv- e
.
rence.
Fred Lant and Roy Tork made
Mrs. Tom Tucker, of south of town, ary west of Datil, N. M. A petition
nor more than one hundred
($25.00)
to
to
week
Tularosa last
bring
trip
is visiting the Wm.
Tucker family was presented by Antonio Moya and
mail did not start on out Johnny Porter, who was called dollars ($100.00) and shall be enjoined
The
Faustino Abalos asking the Board of
here.
the 10th as hoped, as the Department here on account of the serious illness from further use of such engine or
to lay out a PriCo. Commissioners
arrester
such
locomotive
until
spark
has delayed the matter and we are not of his mother, Mrs. Porter, is slowly
Mrs. A. J. Barton and baby left the vate Road from their dwelling to the
of
is
from
fire
any
provided.
Escape
sure just when it will start, but we improving at this time.
for Benjamin, Texas, where Public Road over the Land of Cruz
engine shall be prima facie evidence past week
hope in the near future.
Garcia, The Board appointed Pat
will visit her mother.
they
not
been
ade
such
has
that
appticance
Dr. Guthrie of Silver City was called
Higglns, Mariano Ulivarri and Emil
in
maintained
compliance
quately
Mrs. Whitson, of' Denver Colorado, Kiehne as viewers and appraisers of
Harry Bryan returned to his home to the home of Geo. Phillips last Tues
section.
this
with
one
and
stead Friday the 13th from Call day and reports a twelve
who has been visiting her brother, said road and to report the results of
Sec. 4. Any fire on any forested,
fornia where he has been working this half pound baby boy. Mother and
Hoy Bonnett, the past few weeks, left same at the next regular meeting.
or
State
in
lands
brush
the
to
are
babe
winter. W. R. Perdue went
Mag
doing nicely.
for San Antonio Texas where she was The Board approved the following bills
of
uncontrolled
New
Mexico,
burning
meet
Mr.
to
dalena
out of the 1923 Budget.
Bryan.
called by her father's illness.
Dick Hudson and family passed and without proper precaution being
The amount of $49.00 was approved
Mr. and Mrs. Holt were overnight through the city one day last week on taken to prevent Its spread is hereby
Dr. H. D. Dawson spent the week out of the General fund. $2,578.35 out
reason
declared a public nuisance by
end in Socorro visiting the Dr. Clarke of the Salary fund. $17.00 out of the
guests in Datil the 12th with a load of their way to the road camp.
of its menace to life or property. Any
hay for Mark Webster. The rain defamily and fishing in the Rio Grande. Road fund. Out of the Health fund
firm
or
corporation responible He returned home Tuesday.
over for
Ralph Morrow of Hilltop, Arizona, person,
layed them and
the amount of $201.60.
who is working at the S. I. ranch spent for either the starting or the existence
the road to dry.
The Board then recessed until the
to
of
is
make
fire
such
of
uncle
Ed
hereby
required
his
A. J. Barton left Monday for his next regular meeting or subject to the
Monday at the home
or
ex
to
a
reasonable
effort
control
homestead near Quemado.
call of the Chairman.
Mr. Morley was called to Los Lunas Hudson.
tinguish it Immediately and if said re
Emil Kiehne,
on business Thursday but returned the
firm
or
at
person,
met
corporation
club
the
sponible
Girls
The
left
Sewing
Chairman.
Mrs. E. E. Engle and children
latter part of the week. Lambing is
or fail to do so,
shall
refuse,
and
neglect
Hudson
of
Bessie
home
T.
at
Saturday
A.
home
their
for
Chavez,
Quemado Attested:
Sunday
almost over and the weather has been
forest fire wardens or peace after
two months in MagdaCounty Clerk.
ideal so far. The fine rains have not all members were present. They are voluntaryof
officers
the State including deputy lena. spending
Mr. Engle came in for them.
hurt the lambs at all, and it has done getting started nicely with their work. Ish and game wardens
sum
may
Mr. Koogler was to have met with
so much good.
marily abate the nuisance thus conLast Sunday a party of friends
them, but failed to come.
or
extinguishby
stituted,
controlling
motored to the P. H. Goesling ranch
of the
Mr. and Mrs. McSpadden
MANGAS
cost
hereof
fire
and
the
the
Deem
may
ing
have
beyond Datil and enjoyed a, most
Roy Tork and Charlie
Cattlq Sanitary Board were In Datil
be reocvered from said responsible
as
as
a
well
sumptwo days going on to Reserve, but will gone to Silver City to have some denpleasant
outing
person, firm or corporation- - by action tuous repast at noonday. Those who ( We have had some
return in a few days and make Datil tal work done.
rainy weather
for debt.
enjoyed Mr. and Mrs. Goesllng's hos- the past week and the grass is begintheir headquarters for a season. Mrs.
5. District Judges In their res
Sec.
S.
Mlchaells
Mr.
Mrs.
were
and
The Mogollon mines are operating
ning to get green in the mountains.
McSpadden says that La Mesa Texas
districts shall have authority pitality
Miss Line Raabe, Mrs. H. A. Funke,
Is the liveliest town in the state due now and are using every man Jhey pective
to appoint such number of voluntary Mr. and Mrs. Ned
Mr.
and
of
Monroe Yates and Sidney Padget
cotton.
Bergman,
Wait can get.
to the high price
brest fire wardens as they may deem Mrs. C. W. Walker, Herman Raabe, made a
until we get oil and watch our district.
trip to Jewltt ranger station
of
for
the
proper protection
Jott Stiles, J. A. Mayne, H. J. Goesling last Tuesday.
The road camp has a force, at work necessary
disthe
such
within
forested
lands
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Kllllnger and
Fred Baldwin has started' his crop near Buckhorn and there are no idle trict. Such
voluntary forest fire ward-tn- s
Walker.
Sims Johnson, Cora Bennett and
work, Willie Kline has been burning mer in this part of the country now.
serve without pay. The com Dorothy
shall
Linev Johnson were visitors at the
rabbit weed and is plowing for the
issued as aforesaid shall exmissions
including deputy game and fisn U. L. Howerton home last Sunday.
spring planting.
Barney Hlckson has moved his pire on November 1 of each year.
wardens shall have the power to mak
family to Mogollon where he has emSec. 6 Voluntary forest fire ward
SoSchool at Mangas closed Saturday
of the State forest fire laws, or
Dorria Simpson made' a trip to
ployment in the mines.
ens and all peace officers of the State any
corro the latter part of the week.
without warrant for violations thereof April 14th. The teacher. Miss Letitla,
committed in their presence, and shall Mathers went to Greens Gap from
Dan Higglns who has been in poor
r
not be liable to civil action for tres here.
Leslie Bridges of east Datil will health for some time is in Silver City mother is still In serious condition.pass for acts done in the discharge
plant all the land he has leased this for medical treatment.
Pat Baker was a visitor at the home
Patsy Higglns of Reserve was a of their duties.
spring.
Sec. 7. Sections 151 and 1517 New of Mrs. M. C. Rhodes, Tuesday night.
Milo Burlingame passed through the visitor in Glenwood the past week.
M. A. Kiser and George Leach were
Mexico Statutes annotated Codificaity Friday.
Mr. McAfee of Reserve made a fly tion of 1915 and all acts and parts of
in Friday. V. V. Laughlin of Techado
B. H. Bennett visited Jose Baca on
to
Z
Slash ranch
the city Saturday return acts In conflict herewith are hereby Friday afternoon. Mr. Baca Is very
and Jose Miranda of the
Johnny Porter returned to Reserve ing vlBit
111.
were by, all hauling freight.
'
repealed."
Sunday but will return soon as his ing Sunday.
Miss Bessie

of

J!

I

'

'

THE RESERVE

NEEDED

HORSES

S

high-clas-

well-bre-

Rnimul

of

pour

quality Is always a drug on the mar
ket, but the offspring of good brood
mares bred to
sires of the
right type, If properly developed and
broken to harness, nearly always find
a ready market.
Figures based on the 1020 census
show that ubout 200,000 fewer colts
were produced In the United States in
1919 than were needed to supply replacements of horses and mules on
farms alone. About 225,000
animals are needed for annual replacement In cities, making a shortage of
more than 400,000 horses and mulesproduced In the United States in 1019,
below the number needed tor replac
pure-bre-

high-clas- s

-

ing losses.

The department recommends that
farmers produce replacements enough,
in connection with general farming, to
be able to sell off the older work ani
mals each year. The market de
mands
and trained horses
that will last a long period of years.
Therefore, If the colt are broken at
about three years of age und used on
the farm a few years, these young
horses, together with the breeding
stock, will furnish the power for the
average farm and the young stock will
Horses
be increasing In sale value.

How do "stlnrilnllng situations such
as spooning, dancing, reading of sug
.raduates, nil of gestive literature, vaudeville,'' Influ
them, and unmarried have ence the development of character by
been asked formally to contribute to the formation of habits In the young?
the cause of science complete confesAmong the 250 queries on the ques
sions of their girlhood secrets. Inti tionnaire are these :
mate revelutlons are .ought as to "the
How, or from whom, did you receive
way of a man with a maid," and her the earliest Information about sex
reaction thereto, the t use o! true love matters?
una an its variants.
Was the Information received from
It Is a special committee of the hii. your parents helpi"ul?
reuu of social hyclene that Is srrnn.
How old were -- ou when you first
pllng In a new and systematic wnv began to "spoon" with boys?
with the age-ol- d
What effect, as you estimate It now.
questlcn v.ltb which
romanticists deal In terms of "heart" did "spooning" have upon the quality
and "soul." The committee Is directed of your character?
by Katherine Bement Davis, nnrl mm.
Will you give the reasoris why yoo
prises Mrs. Elmer Blnlr, Mrs. Martha have not married?
falconer. Mrs. Edith Houirhtnn
Have you ever been engaged?
Hooker. Susan Klnesburv. Ph. n
Do you regret that, you have not
Elizabeth Spencer McCall, M. D. j Va married? Why?
leria id. Farker, M. D. ; Ellea C. PotAre you now engaged to bj married?
ter, M. D. : Edith Hale Swift. M. n
Do you expect to marry If you meet
Jessie Taft. Ph. D : Helen Thnmnsnn the right man?
Wooley, Ph. D.
"The hope of the committee," ac
Chief nmonir t.o Questions from cording to its stutement, "Is that eduwhich deductions are to be drawn opon cated women will be willing, In spite
problems deemed t,f vital Importance of social taboos wl h which the entire
to mankind are:
topic is hedged about, to stale frankly
Whether sex In truction ilmuM ha and fully Just how much of a founds
given to children and at whnt nee? Rv tlon of knowledge ,.nd experience with
whom and how?
regard to the physiological aspects of
What sort of life In clrlhood makes sex has formed the background of
for happiness In mature years?
their own attitudes and emotions. This
What are the effects of "snoonlmr" information will be Invaluable In help
DDon
after life (bv "snonnlnir"
u ing to solve some of the most vexed
meant such Intimacies as hugging, kiss- questions of sex education and sex
ing, fondling, etc.)?
hygiene."
YORK. Ten
women of

NEW

thi United Statu Department
trrtparsd by of
Agriculture-The United States Department of
Agriculture calls attention to the fact
Uuit there Is a market for
The
horses and mules.
undeveloped

Fram Here and Thena

WORTH, TEX.

Sneed-Boyc-

e

eral court at Abilene and given two- year term on charge of attempt to
bribe Juror trying land case.
Dec. 17, 1922 Wood Barton, Sneed's
shot and killed by C. B.
Berty at Paducah.
March 7, 1023 Sueed shot Berry at
Paducah, wounding him In both legs.
The only conviction Sneed ever has
suffered lias been in the Abilene land
case, which is now on appeal.
Sneed Is now living with his wife at
his Paducah ranch.
She seldom ap
pears In public.
The feud had Its beginning January
Then Sneed shot and killed
12, 1012.
Capt. A. G. Boyce, Sr., In the Metropolitan hotel here. Al Boyce, son of Captain Boyce, had eloped to Canada with

MATERIALS FOR HOG FLOORS
Concrete Is Sanitary, but Often Cold
and Damp Animals Require

Are They Real Photographs of Spirits?
sures
xnree

FOKT

test?:.

Hones and Mules Should Increase Income of General Farmer.
reach their maximum sale value at
about six years of age, and the surGood

plus
time.

should be lol4 at this
horses and mules that
fed and well
properly

anlmalr
Weil-bre-

d

have been
broken are usually salable at a profitable figure and should increase the
Income of the general farmer.

-

Clean, Warm Neet.

The agrlculturfrrienglneerliig division
at University farm has been receiving
Inquiries concerning the construction
of hog

houses,

especially

as to the

mnlerlul to use for floors.
"The hog house floor Is very important If the building Is to be permanent
and satisfactory," says Prof. H. B.
White of the division. "Hogs desire
a clean, warm dry and
nest, and this requires care In the
choice and placing of the muterials for
the floor.
"Concrete makes a sanitary floor, but
it Is often cold and damp and not desirable for small pigs. A removable
floor of wood for the nest to be used
at farrowing time Is a great Improvement. Cork brick or creosoted blocks
are also used for the floor of the nest.
"Hollow building tile laid on
gravel covered with about one
Inch of sand and with the joints between the tile filled with sand makes
a dry, warm floor. In tome cases an
Inch of concrete over the tile Is preferred, as It makes a more easily
cleaned surface, although not so dry."
d

e

father-in-law-

1

nisum-- i
aivukijUS.
corresponding to
appear In prints of
piiuifgllipjliu piiuus itinirii uri
lie casket during the fiinertil of Mrs.
Mary Fairfield McVlcker, pastor of the
Central Spiritualist church. Friends of
the dead pastor say they give the Impression of the bends of Mrs. Mary
Fairfield McVIcUer, her husband, dead
yeur, and a friend, A. J. Davis, dead
several years.
A. II. Hetr.el,
friend of the
spiritualist, whom slia requested to
take charge of the post mortem photography over her casket to reveal the
spirit at five o'clock on the afternoon
of her funeral, and photographers In
the studio of C. II. Monroe were responsible for the declarations concerning the results of the photography.
The photographs, taken In the Central Splrltuullst church here, were, according to the photographers, exM- -

Lus

life-siz- e

life-tim- e

Mrs. Sneed.
Mr. Sneed,
evidence
showed Inter, learned that the elder
Boyce liiTd telegraphed to Mrs. Sneed
urging her to "stand hitched" to his
son und abandon Sneed.
Now relatives of the house of Sneed
and the Boyce faction have taken up
the old quarrel, as the Boyces are anxious to have Sneed convicted.

in daylight of a green velour
background suspended above the casket of Mrs. McVlcker.
Developing of
the plates and printing, they assert,
showed three ovals, corresponding In
general form to human hends and to
one of which were longer lines that
might possibly suggest an arm or part
of a bony. The photographers assert
they cannot sny what caused the regis
tration of these lines on the plates.
At the suggestion of Mrs. Mary C,
Vlasek, pastor of the congregation, 100
prints have been made and placed In a
darkroom, where they will be kept for
five days while the congregation holds
services by which they hope the spirits
will clarify themselves
photographed
on these prints and assume unmistakable form and be cleurly Identified by
all who see them. After these five days
they will be broadcast throughout
southern California in line with the ex
pressed wish of Mrs. McVlcker.

Sheik Unable to Fight Off the Ladies
dulcet tones

Homemade
wine
clothes, a
smile nnd
ankle; Italian curves and a
Milwaukee
avenue "line." That Is
James de Salbn. widower,
sheik of Palermo, Italy, of a
LIVE STOCK HINTS
love palace at iSol) West North avenue, and now of cell 6, Bast Chicago
avenue police station.
no
coats
A good grooming
money
Lieut. John Prendergnst and Policeand Is equal to two quarts of oats.
woman Theresa Johnson counted 15
All of them
Juliets In the harem.
Engineers say that a horse can do loved the great lover, and each had a
the work of ten men.
pay envelope.
For, In addition to the
sheik's deep violet "come hither" eye,
The brood sow does not need an ex- he has a soft,
"give it here" palm.
pensive and elaborate hog house for
De Salba
was arraigned before
ahelter.
Judge William L. Morgan of the court
of domestic relations, charged with
Hogs, when fed a small grain ra- contributing to the
of
delinquency
make
rapid and profitable Stella Stazier, sixteen yea. i old, and
tion, will
growth on alfalfa.
accused of Improper conduct with more
than a dozen older girls.
During the months that the farm
"Me honest, meester, honest 1 no
horses ataud Idle or have compara- can
help eet. Every girl shj want for
tively light work to do, a saving cau be my friend. What can " do?" and
be made In the feed costs by feeding he Intone
In
his question
the
a greater quantity of roughage than
the horses get when at heavy work.

CHICAGO.

i?'a (Seimtt

the

M(!JMETr
Economy

BAKING POVJDEtl

Is the quality leav-enfor real economy in the kitchen,
alwaysuseCalumet,
one trial will con-

er

vince you.
The sale of Calumet is over 150

greater than that of

any other baking
powder.
arm?

of an
peddler.
"Me, I try so hard, meeste.', to treat
'em Joosta like a seester," and
the, defenseless widower beat his breast and
rumpled his marcel rave Into a series
of ripples, black and silky.
Foreign birth, too, helps:
For the
love professor from Palermo was pursued by an international array of
ludles, Bohemian, Polish, Jewish, Russian, Rumanian, and n goodly number
of American girls.
'The only outside help Slg. De Salba
utilized consisted of a vletrola and
three barrels of wine. They came In
after his personality had done the real
work. The vletrola was bought by his
wife, who died three years ago. The
wine was paid for "y the glvls.
I)c Salba's nntlve chivalry prompted
him to mince up to the desk sergeant
at the East Chicago avenue station and
report one of his admirers, Anna
3240 Neennh
White,
avenue, on
charges of having stolen n Jress from
his fiancee, Virginia tnssener, of 2132
North Winchester avenuo. Anna was
questioned nnd told all.

BEST BT TEST

world's greatest baking powder

Association develops men.

In nature, it is found that the predatory animals are of no use to

Feud Thousands Have Kidney

Reopening
feud, which
years ago caused a national sensation, Is threatened
as n result of the attempt by John Beal
Sneed to kill C. B. Berry on the street
In Paducuh, northwest of here. Berry
was shot twice and still is In a hospital. Sneed is out on ball. He has
gone back to his Paducah ranch to
await the outcome of Berry's Injuries.
Here are the tragedies, one near- killing, and one conviction on a felony
charge :
Jan. 12, 1012 Sneed shot and killed
Capt. A. G. Boyce In Fort Worth.
Sept. 14, 1912 Sneed shot nnd killed
Al Boyce In Amarlllo.
Feb. 15, 1912 Edward Throckmor
ton, prlnclpnl witness for state in
Sneed trial .for killing,, of the elder
Boyce, mysteriously poisoned. He died.
Before dying he told wife two strnn-ger- s
had "doped" him.
Feb. 21, 1912 J. S. Snyder, Snced's
,
shot and killed near Calvert by farmer who sided with Boyces.
Oct. 7, 1922 Sneed convicted In Fed-Sneed-Boyc-

Hoi?gei?

The sun is the largest but you can hold
the cent so close to your eye that you'll
lose sight of the sun. Don't let a cheap
price or a big can baking powder make
you lose sight of quality.

thousand

Lively Reopening of

Ho

ttllae Snnim

As to the "Way of a Man With a Maid"

Animals That Have Been
Properly Fed and Broken Are
Alwayi in Demand.

Well-Bre- d

email

VMsEii

!TQF3I

LIVE STOCK
FACTS
HIGH-CLAS-

ADVOCATE. RESERVE. NEW MEXICO

WHY TAKE

Trouble and Never
Suspect

It

LAXATIVES?

Judging: from report from druaaiits
woo are eonitantly in direct touch with
the public, there is one preparation that
has been very successful in overcoming
these condition!.
The mild and healing
influence of Or. Kilmer's Swamo-Roo- t
ii
soon realized. It standi the highest. for
ita remarkable record of aucceas.
An examining physician for one of the
prominent Life Insurance Companies, in
an interview on the subjeot, made the
statement that one reason why
so many applicants for insurance are rejected ia because kidney trouble is so
common to the American people, and the
large majority of .those ishoaebanrilicntinna,
are declined do not even inspect that they
have the disease.
Dr. Kilmer's fjwamp-Roo- t
ia on sale at all dnur stores in bottles
of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation aend ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer A Co.. Binahamton. N. Y..
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement.

Haa

Discovery by Science
Replaced Them.

Applicants for Insurance Often
Rejected.

Pills and salts give temporary relies
from constipation only at the expense
of Permanent lnlurv. sava an emtnant
medical authority.
Science has found a newer, bettet
way a means as fdmnla aa Narnra la.
self.
In nerfecr health a nnrnrnl Inhrtrant
keeps the food waste soft and moving.
But when constipation exists this
natural lubricant is not sufficient
Doctors nrennHhA Mnlnl hranaa IS
acts like this natural lubricant and
thus secures regular bowel movements
by Nature's own method lubrication.
As Nnjol 'ls not a medicine or laxative, it cannot gripe and, like pur
water, it is harmless and pleasant.
Nujol is used In leading hospitals.
Get a bottle from vnnr Hrucririfit
today. Advertisement.

Ever notice how easy it Is for
man to be good natured when every.
Humility Is the eldest born of virtue, thing Is coming his way?
Jkr lconmical TrmntforlttitH

Chassis
ft mm

Utility

Only

ml

r

f. O. b.

"t.

Mich.

Express Truck

Utility Express is the
quality truck in
the world capable of fast heavy-dut- y
service. It
hauls your heavy loads quickly and economically.
It is reliable.
lowest-price-

d

and deep mud are mastered by it
without racing the motor or boiling the water
because the 3 speed transmission provides correct
gear ratios to meet any condition of load or road.
You get fast, heavy-dut- y
service at the lowest
operating and maintenance cost with this truck.
It leads in high mileage on gasoline, oil and tires,
living up fully to the Chevrolet reputation for
unequalled economy.
Long grades

--

Prices,
Superior
Superior
Superior
Superior

o. b. Flint, Michigan
Superior 5 Pm.

2 Put. Roadater . 1510
. 32$
5 Pus. Touring
2 P.M. Utility Coups 680
4 Paw. Sedanette . 850

Srdin

,

160

Superior Umht Deliver . . S10
superior commercial Unsafe 425
Utuirr Expreea Track Chaseb 375

Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.
Diriiion of Genera Molcri Ccrportlicn

Dealers and Service
Stations Everywhere
luuttratlon

St left shows
Utility Eipreii Track
with standard isneral
i boar
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DOES HOUSEWORK

OFJfllDDLE AGE

Germany's flouting debt in discount'
ed treasury bills at the end of March
was 6,000,000,000,000 marks, representIng an increase of 800,000,000 mnrks
during the last ten days of the month.
Much
Being
It Is reported from Buer that thut
town has been fined 50,000,000 marks
BRIEF RLCORD OF PASSING and that all street traffic at night Is Mrs. Little Declares Tanlac ReE.
forbidden on account of the blowing
EVENT8 IN THIS AND FORstored Full Strength After
np of the militarized railway between
EIGN COUNTRIES.
Buer and Recklinghausen.
Overcoming Indigestion.
The capture near Dublin of Austin
"Since taking Tanlac my troubles
Stack, chief colleague of Eamon de
Valera, while important in Itself, Is bare left me, and I never tire of tell
IN LATE
DISPATCHES overshadowed by the discovery on his ing about It," declares Mrs. Johanna
Owing to modern methods of living,
A Michigan Woman Helped
few woman approach this perfectly
person of a document Indicating that Little, 8032 N. 17th St, Kansas City,
natural change without experiencing
Ionia, Michigan.
"I was psssinr
the complete surrender of the Irregu- Mo.
very annoying and often painful sym
through the Change of Life and had
lars Is at hand.
me
food
caused
dis
often
much
"My
NT
been under the doctor's care without
Those dreadful hot flashes,
OOINQ8 AND HAPPENINGS Tt
Imprisonment for five years and a tress from gas, sourness and heartnervousness, headaches, melancholia
any relief. A friend in Lansing.
MARK THE PROGRE8S
fine of 100,000,000 marks Is the pun burn, and I scarcely ever wanted to eat
and irritability are only a few of the
Mich., asked me to try Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
ishment prescribed In Dusseldorf by Headaches, biliousness and pains In
symptoms incident to this trying
OF THE AGE.
I feel fifty per cent better already.
General de Goutte for any German at my back kept me In hot water, and I
period of a woman's life, and the
If any one in this condition doubts
following letters prove the value of
tempting to move coal or coke In the hardly ever got any restful sleep. My
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comthe ability of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Lydia
area
run
nerves
an
so
were
was
without
order
from
and
excited
I
occupied
WESTERN
pound to overcome these abnormal
Vegetable Compound to help them I
the interallied mission.
down It was all I could do to look after
will gladly answer their letters."
conditions.
Pletro CetonI is the sole survivor of
Somewhere In the mountains oi my housework.
Mrs. Max W. Hahn, 637 N. Jefferson
family of six wiped out when their Scotland, Major and Mrs. Max Oser,
'T searched the city for the right
Street, Ionia, Mich.
"FUherville, Ky. "For several
automobile was hit at a grade cross- the latter
months I was under the doctor's care
formerly Miss Mathilde Me- - medicine, and, consider It fortunate
ing two miles east of Los Qatos, Calif., Cormlck, 18 years old,
as be said my nervousness, chills, hot A New York Woman Helped
granddaughter that I found Tanlac Indigestion,
by an lnterurban street car on the of John D.
flashes and weakness was caused by
Syracuse, N. Y. "I was used op
are enjoying a sleeplessness and nervousness never
Rockefeller,
Peninsula Electric railway.
with nervousness, weakness and hot
the Change of Life, bat I did not seem
brief honeymoon before returning to bother me now, I can do my houseflashes so I could hardly keep around,
to get any better. I was not able to
The assembly body of the California
work like It was play, and am strong
Switzerland, where they will live.
and could not get out much on acwork ana spent most of my time in
Legislature tabled a bill for the aboliand
Is
Tanlac
happy.
count of those awful prickly feelings,
simply grand."
bed. A friend called to see me and
Stanley Baldwin, chancellor of the
tion of capital puuishiuent. One of
Tanlac Is for sale by all good drug
asked me to try Lydia E. Pinkham's
I read about Lydia E. Pinkham's
of England, making his bud
the speakers for the bill was Warden exchequer
and
I
cannot
Vegetable Compound,
statement before a crowded cham- gists. Over 35 million bottles
Vegetable Compound helping another
Johnston of San Quentln prUou, who get
woman with symptoms like mine. My
tellyon how much good the medicine
ber In the House of Commons, said
said be did not believe In capital pun the
did me, as I had such a hard time behusband got some for me, and after
past year's surplus, of 101,000,000
fore taking it I can only advise
ishment.
taking it five months I can get around
Wise men are wrong more frequently
had gone to reduction of the debt. The
and even do my housework, washing
every woman passing through the
Marshall Kent, alius Kent Marshall, financial
fools
are
than
right.
had
become
closed
E.
year
of
and
Life to take Lydia
just
Change
ironing included, and my friends
alleged to be the head of a national
see what a change it has made la
as
Pinkham's
as
can
it
better
trade
proceeded,
Compound,
steadily
Vegetable
un
Is
of
confidence
men,
organization
it did so much for me." Mrs. Edward
me. "Mrs. Sidney Humphrey , 826)4
at home and abroad had Improved and CATARRHAL DEAFNESS
der arrest in Los Angeles on a federal
B. Neal, Star Route, Fisherville,Ky.
Burnet Avenue, Syracuse, N. Y.
had diminished consid- Is often caused by an Inflamed condition
unemployment
to
defraud.
charge of using the walls
Text-Ho-ok
of the mucous lining of the Eustachian
B.
Pinkham's
Private
upon "Ailments
erably.
Lydia
Kent was arrested at the request of
Tube. When this tube Is Inflamed you
Peculiar to Women " will be sent yon free upon request. Write
thu
American
who
Hownrd
Carter,
or
have
a
sound
Imperfect
rumbling
federal authorities In New York, who
to the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Blassach usetts.
Lord Carnarvon In finding the hearing.
Unless the inflammation can
This book contains valuable Information.
stated that he was wanted In Jack assisted
your bearing may be detomb of King Tutankhamen and who be reduced,
stroyed forever.
sonvllle. Flu.
was said to be III, was reported ImHALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE will
Actual construction on the first half
do
what we .claim for it rid your system
in
In
received
dispatches
mile of grade for the new Montana proved
of Catarrh or ' Deafness
caused by
from Cairo. Lord Carnarvon's re- Catarrh. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
Wyoming Itallroad Company lias sturt- will be interred 'on the top of a has been successful in the treatment 01
mains
ed. The cross sections of the loca
hill on his estate and not In the CatarrhDyforanover Forty Years.
sola
tlons have been completed for a dlS' f.hig
druggists.
F. J. Cheney ft Co., Toledo, O.
Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver Pills
nily vault, according to one of his
tance of two miles and work is stead
anan
then take2 or 3 for a few nights after. They
The contractors all last expressed wishes, says
ily progressing.
so
one
to
Ambition
often
.asks
per
nouncement in London.
cleanse your system of all waste matter and
expect to be working within two
act.
a
form
selfish
IITTL.E Regulate Your Bowels. Mild as easy to
Only athletics in which the element
weeks between Miles City, Mont., and
of sport predominates will make up
Ashland.
take as SUgar. Genuine heat tignahin
Cuticura Soothes Itching Scalp.
the program fo
the 19U4 Olympic
Investigation of the circumstances
danOn
rub
of
spots
Small Pill. Small Dose. Small Price.
gently
retiring
to
held
which
In
are
be
the
surrounding the slaying of Benjamin games
Colombes stadium In the suburbs of druff and Itching with Cuticura OintQ. Ballantyne, son of a prominent Salt
Next morning shampoo with
non- - ment
Lake City family and formerly teller Paris. Many of the events of a
Enslavement of Negroes.
Optical Illusion.
and hot water. Make
Cuticura
Motion pictures are in reality a comThe enslavement of the African race
at a Salt Lake City bank, was contin- sporting character, which seriously them yourSoap
toilet
preparations
beued by the police following their an- huudlcapped the American teams in and have aeveryday
clear skin and soft, white bination of still pictures. The first for commercial purposes had Its
nouncement that Mariner F. lirowning, previous games because the Americans hands. Advertisement
of the automobile shows the ginning in southern Europe about half
picture
have been
had no entrants In
nephew of John M. Browning, noted eliminated from the them,
spokes of the wheels In one position. a century before the discovery of
official program,
If the next exposure of the film were America by Columbus. It was carried
gun Inventor, had admitted he killed
Perfect Mother-ln-LaRome.
in
has
which
been
published
She has a marvelous talent for tiro made when spoke number ope had ad- to Central and South America by the
Ballantyne in
The
of
the
Sunday Ing ber visits. She
correspondent
hunTwenty-threhundred miles will be
always arrives the vanced far enough to be In the posi- Spaniards, and It existed there a
covered by the representatives of Express ut Welrengen, Germany1, day you need her, and never stays a tion of spoke number two, the picture dred years before belpg transplanted
indiare
states
that there
increasing
Omuha wholesaling, jobbing and reday too long. She always brings would show no motion, as spokes are to the English colonies of North Amercations thut the former rovn prlnc cheer
and helpfulness and a big bas Identical. If spoke number one had ad- ica. From a small beginning made In
tailing firms; who will mako the 19-- 8 of
Insane.
The
Germany is becoming
trade extension tour now being
of
ket
things from the old farm. She vanced less than half way to position Virginia the Institution grew and
declares that two of
planned. The boosters will leave correspondent
gets
along
beautifully with her sons- - of spoke two, the forward motion spread to other colonies as they were
Omaha on May 20 and visit ninety Berlin's most famous uBenlsts recent
daughters-ln-lnw- .
Sho would be noticed. If, however, spoke founded, and at the opening of the
and
western Nebraska and Wyoming cit- ly visited Welrengen and found the knows how to please her grandchil- one advanced more than half way, to Revolution there were nbout 600,009
ies. Principal
cities in Wyoming former crown prince suffering from dren without spoiling them and ruin- the observer It would have the effect slaves In the colonies.
progressive dementia. The correspondwhich will be visited are Cheyenne,
ing their digestion. She knows how of spoke two moving backward, as
Someone Will Take Him.
Rock Springs, Laramie, Ilawllngs and ent adds: "The former crown prince and when to write u check and when that distance would be shorter and the
and
forces
minded
has
turned
religious
"Do you think I am going to be an
Green Itlver.
to make beaten biscuit nnd fry a apparent motion would be In that
the servunts to listen for hours to re
old bachelor?"
chicken. She has perfect health and
WASHINGTON
vivals conducted by him on a wheezy
"I should be sure of It but for one
mind. She Is the perfect
President
ajoung
Hurdiug's
forthcoming organ."
.
Sensible Chap.
thing."
tour of the Middle West and Pacific
"And what Is that'"
There is always a chance that you
There was a man who never wrote
coast will start ubout June SO, when he GENERAL
Houston
"You have money."
an
will
to
her
often
Invention
without
were
if
an
A
man
children
you
small
and
acceptance
four
get
marry
enough.
plans to leave Washington for Alaska;
W. P.
His
him
friends
asked
In
de
Life.
u
which
to
fire
deuth
burned
adding
it has been announced officially at the
what the letters meant If they stood
stroyed the Colonel Babb farm home,
White House.
Can It Be?
The Fat and the Lean.
f
miles west of Smith
for "weather permitting."
President Harding lias signed an ex- two and
Fat Girl "I have an appetite like a
"Artistic, don't you think?"
"No," wns his reply; they stand for
ecutive order permitting the appoint- land, Iowu, near Sioux City, Iowa. The
"I suppose so, but It doesn't look wife permitting." Boston Evening canary." Thin Girl "Yes, you have!
ment of Miss Alice Hobertson, former four children were sons and daughters
You eat a peck at a time."
Russian I" Judge.
of Colonel' Bubb.
Transcript.
a
from
as
Oklahoma,
Vongresswomnn
killed
14,000
Automobile
accidents
In
the United States
"welfure worker"
veterans' bureau. Miss Kobertson was persons In the United States In 1922,
un increase of 1,000, or 12 per cent,
lust year.
defeated for
Establishment of seaplane mull serv over 1021, according to figures issued
of Casualty
n
ice between New Orleans and Pilot; by the National Bureau
and Surety Underwriters ut New Vork
hus
been
announced
by the
town, La.,
Postoffice Department, By this serv City.
Fire at Herry F. Slnclalrs' Itanco
Ice late mall for foreign countries will
be placed on outgoing steamers at cas stable at Jobstown, N. J., dePilot Town, 100 miles down the Mis- stroyed property and horses vulued at
sissippi river, saving from a (lay to more than $1,000,000. The lire was
two weeks' time In delivery at Cuba, In the breeding stables and the horses
Panama, Vera Cruz, and other points, destroyed were brood mares and the
Similar service has been successfully stallion Inchcape, for which Sinclair
a
operated between Seattle and Vancou' paid the record price of $150,000 as
ver for two years.
i - :rHteC-"Industrial democracies" In the big
Although pointing out that In some
of
the
five
country
plunts
packing
cities there was great need of new govworernment buildings, Secretary Mellon have restored directly to 80,000
kersand
Indirectly to 120,000 more
stated In a letter to Chairman Madden
the 10 per cent of their wages which
of the House appropriations commit
sume plunt legislatures took away
well
.to consider the
tee that it mlght .be
1021.
In November,
the advisability of restricting governrounded nutriment and easy
and skilful Mother
school
boards prohibiting
Rules
by
ment construction as much as possi
digestion it is a wonderful
planted under the
ble in view of the present boom of girl students from using powder and
builder of health and energy.
outer coat of the kernels of her
home building.
paint aro "Just and reasonable and
s
should be enforced," the Arkansas Sua store of iron
best
There's a delightful charm
The grain futures trading act was
premo Court held In its ruling on the
for human use. Many present-da- y
of crispness and flavor to
declared valid and constitutional by "Knobel lipstick case." Nationwide
and
of
foods
this
are
robbed
Grape-Nut- s
a welcome servthe Supreme Court. It was the Beeond prominence was given the case which
other vital qualities in the extra
at any meal. Ready to
time the court had passed on the valing
originated when officials of the Kno"refinement" of preparation.
idity of a grain future trading law, a bel, Ark., high school expelled Miss
serve, with cream or milk.
previous statute based on the taxing Pearl Pugsley because she insisted on
s,
Grape-Nutfamous
Order from your grocer tothat
power of the federal government huv-in- g using powder on her nose.
There are many servings,
food,
day.
The
been held unconstitutional.
Kenesaw M. Landis, baseball comand
exceptional nourishproviding
supplies
iron,
law upheld was based on the right to
phosphates
missioner, apparently has no favorites
in
from
a
vitamin
the
natural
ment,
grain;
package of this truly
control interstate commerce.
in the 1023 major leugue race, but he
economical food.
and in its splendid, well- Business conditions are steadily get- looks for a "great year for the fans."
f0DUCTS
ting better, Secretary of Labor Davis For 1923 there Is every indication of
announced recently. He based his ob- a most excellent season," Commission
"Apparservations on reports to the Depart- er Landis said In Chicago.
THE BODY BUILDER
Mads by
ment of Labor from 5,453 manufactur- ently In most leagues, there will be a
field of clubs that
Pactum Ceresl Ox, I no.
ing establishments for March, Bhowlng broudenlng of the
an Increase at 2.1 per cent In number are up In the race. Very generally,
Bsttle Creek, Mich.
of men employed, 5 per cent increase the results of spring training are higha
I
for
look
nnd
great
inly
satisfactory,
In total wages, and 2.8 per cent
yaar for the fans."
crease In averuire weeklv eurnlnu--

PARAGRAPHS

LIKE IT WAS PLAY

Interest
Shown in the Large
ber of Women Safely Carried Through the
Change of Life by Lydia Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound

The Following Letters Are Impressive
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Here's the Food-IroNature intended

to have

.
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GrapeNuts

"There's a Reason"

THE 8JESEBTE

FINISHED LAMBS

Seven Scrub Chasers

Farm Flock
Should Be Ready for Market
When Four Months Oli

Young

Animals

in

TRY TO AVOID STOMACH WORM
Make Mora Rapid and Leas Expensive
Gaina While Young Than When
Older It la of Utmost Importance to Feed Properly.
(Prepared

by

tha United gtalea Department
of Agriculture.)

Lambs lu the farm flock should be
ready for market when about four
months old, according to specialists of
the United States Department of Ag
riculture. Itcusons for pushing the
lambs as fast as possible In order to
market them at this eurly age are as

NEW MEXICO

French Use Black Troops in the Ruhr

,

M

k

Sell thut scrub bull fur

1.

IN GOOD DEMAND

ADVOCATE, BESESVE,

'

V

r

mi-

beef.
2. Make au exchange for a
registered bull calf.
8. Exchange scrub bull In
part payment toward a purebred
bull of serviceable age.
4. Hold a registered bull sale,
encouraging scrub owners to buy
bull at their own price.
6. Form a bull club or a bull
association.
6. Ask your county breed secretary and county agent to assist in replacing that scrub with
a good purebred bull.
7. Encourage scrub bull owner to borrow a good purebred
boll from his neighbor for him
to keep to be used for two years
service, then return him to original breeder. A. J. Cramer, Wisconsin College of Agriculture
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TAKING INTEREST IN

This photograph proves the use of black troops by the French In their occupation of the Uuhr. One black and twe
STOCK IMPROVEMENT
officers in a French company are pictured above at Werden, In the Ruhr. Bitter complaint
white
Average market prices are higher In
have been made against the use of black troops In the Ruhr.
the spring and enrly summer.
.
uuiuus will iuuku more ruiuu uuu west
in
Virginia Active
Campaign
less expensive gains lu flesh wwie
search of three months ail over toe
South. He decided to advortloe end
young than when they are older.
for Better Sires.
offer a reward.
Less labor and less pasture will be
Down in Cybur, Miss., Mrs. R.
required for the flock.
One Day 100 Enrollment Blanks Were
Eacape Internal Parasltea.
Graham, the mother of the baby. IdenFiled by Ownera Who Had Placed
Lambs marketed In the early, part of
tified the picture of the missing Mrs.
the season escape the heat of the
Jenkins In the newspapers.
Operations on Strictly Puresummer and the ravages of the stomach
bred Bailer
They got Into touch with Mr. Jenworm and other Internal parasites.
kins.
"We then hired detectives," Mrs.
This Is very Importunt, say the special (Prepared by the United States Department Vanishing Infant, Vanishing Wife
Then Jenkins, Graham and Burns
of Agriculture.)
Graham told the Juvenile Judge, "and
ists, as It has been found that In
got together out at the nursery. Mr.
ComIn live stock iinUnusual
Interest
and
Mother
Mrs.
traced
Vanishing
to
Jenkins
Miss,
Cary.
most Instances the weight of lambs
Jenkins identified a scarf left there
Pavement lu West Virginia Is eviAt first she attempted to deny she
.
,u ,,
.Z,::Z
plicated Five Lives.
by "Dorothy Brown" as belonging t
ever
mo.
had
met
Later, under se bis wife. Graham
until fall. If they behis wife
stock"
conducted
better
campaign
vere
questioning, jhe broke down and and she came on telegraphed
come infected with stomuch worms, as
Memphis, Tenn. A tiny pink scar on
to
Memphis.
states
the
the
United
and
various
by
admitted
was
the
she
woma i to whom
Is usually the cuse In the furm flock,
"That's my long-loStates Department of Agriculture.- In the right cheek has cleared up the I had given my baby, but she would
baby," she sald.
they will lose weight during this
"I know that little red scar on her
one day recently West Virginia tiled mystery of the vanishing baby.
not
let
either
or
husband
my
myself
decreed
period and a large number of the ani with
was
Baby Graham's fate
precious cheek," and she grabbed up
the depurtment 100 enrollment
see the infant.
mals may die.
the baby, overwhelming It with
each filled out by a live stock legally when Judge Canaille Kelley,
"We
blanks,
did
have
an
not
officer
us
with
Is
Essential.
Proper Feed
owner who bad placed his breeding sitting in the Juvenile court, listened and could not force the woman to caresses.
In order to produce lambs ot de
to the girl mother, Mrs. R. C. Graham,
"I've already spent my last dollar,
on a Btrletly purebred sire
turn over the child. When he finally
sirable quality and weight for the operations
twenty, "schoolma'am" of Cybur, had obtained the
even to selling my little home, to obbasis for alt kinds of stock kept.
an
services
of
officer
market at this early age It Is necesThis voluntary activity is of addi Miss., tell of this slender
and returned to the Jenkins home In tain funds with which to hire detec
sary to feed properly both the ewes tional Interest
in view of purebred
Cary she had gone, taking my baby tlves," Mr. Graham said.
and Iambs.
court
The ewes should be
the
be
"She
must
your baby,"'
"But we don't regret it, do we?"
sire legislation which became effective
with her.
noted
the
decided
held
after
brought to the lambing season In good In West
having
put In Mrs. Graham as she stood dose
"We traced her to Vlcksburg,"
Virginia January 1, 1923. The Infant In
Hesh so thnt a I urge milk flow is as
than
more
for
legal custody
to her husband with the baby cuddled
in
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Burns, who consured.
It has been found that it is state law requires that all sires,
a week.
887 Kney street, now up In her arms.
a
duct
at
nursery
not essential to foed grnln to ewes cluding stallions, Jarks, bulls, rams,
Is
The story of the vanishing baby
and boars kept for public service be
come into the narrative.
suckling lambs If they are on good
Violations the strangest ever told 1i Memphis
and registered.
Swallow Files 6,000 Miles.
"On Jan. 24 last," they, said, "a
purebred
Is
how
the
records.
court
short,
pasture. If
pasture
are punishable by fine or ImprisonCarmarthenshire, Wales. News has
ever, or If the ewes are on dry feed
of woman, who gave her name as Mrs.
When
Letltla
I
daughter
ggett,
ment. Participation by West Virginia
Brown, brought a baby to reached here that a ringed swallow
the dully addition of 1 to 2 pounds
F. W. Leggett, a
farmer, of Dorothy
live Btock owners In the "better sires
our house. She said she could not which was liberated from Langhame,
of grain per head to their ration Is
Miss.,
county,
Covington
Seminary,
better stock" movement, according
a neighboring village, has been picked
The lambs should be
advisable.
was teaching school at Kelby Creek, work and keep her baby, but she
to specialists In the bureau of animal
up dead on a farm near Johannesburg,
In the same counts, she was courted would pay for Its keep.
tnught to eat at as early- an age as
United States Department of
Now enters T. M. Jenkins,
South Africa, 6,000 miles away. This
C. Graham,' twenty-three- ,
son
R.
possible.
They will usually begin Industry,
by
Is the first time nctuul' proof huB been
Agriculture, Is an excellent Indication
Advertises for Wife.
nibbling at feed when they are from of favorable sentiment In support of of L. A. Graham of Sanford, Coving
Mr. Jenkins came to Memphis In obtained of swallows' flight from
A creep should be
30 to 15 days old.
ton county.
Mr. Leggett objected
of his missing wife after a Wales to South Africa.
purebred sire legislation.
quest
can
so
that
to
they
get
away
his daughter keeping
prepared
strenuously
from the ewes and the best quality of
company with Graham, then a clerk
alfalfa or clover hay should be kept TESTED SOY BEAN VARIETIES In a plantation store at Cybur. That
before the lambs In this creep. They
was about two years ago.
should also be given small amounts Manchu and Peking Found to Be
A Secret Marriage.
Iowa
Most
the
of such feed as crushed corn, oats or
Satisfactory by
The- course of true love was stormy.
Station.
Experiment
hurley with a little wheat brnn and oil
There was a secret marriage. Then
meal.
It Is Important thnt the grain
came a cloud upon the horizon. The
Two of the highest yielding and
lie clean and fresh
and thnt the
girl wife disappeared from her home
otherwise most satisfactory soy bean and
troughs are kept clean.
neither husband nor parents
If the general
practices outlined varieties which have been tested nt could find her. She had found her
above are followed by the farm flock the Iowa experiment station are Manto a hospital
In
way, however,
owner it will be very easy for him to chu and Peking. Manchu Is a medium
Natchez, where . she remulned until
Is
two
while
or
on
lnnihs
his
an
at
market
Peking
the
put
early variety,
the baby's birth.
early age with sufliclent welglit and three weeks later. Manchu gives high,
Meantime her husband was search
condition to satisfy the buyers and yields of seed, planted alone or with
ing high and low for her.
down
while
corn
for hopping
to assure blm of good returns.
Peking
Also a patient In the Natchez hos
srnnds the strnlclitest of unv vnrietv
PRODUCING WOOL IN STATES planted with corn for silage;. It also pital was Mrs. T. M. Jenkins. Mrs.
Graham now can tnke up the story.
gives high yields of hay. Manchu is
"I thought I was going to die," Mrs.
In 1922 Total of 219,095,000 Pounds
an average-sizeyellow bean with n Orahnm told
Judge Kelley. "I was In
black seed scar. Peking Is a small,
Was Reported Wyoming and
the hospital unde;' the name of Mrs.
Texas In Lead.
flat, black bean with n dark gray seed
Gladys Jones. My husband had gone
scar. It Is the smallest-seedevariety to California. Mrs. Jenkins seemed
Wool Is produced In every state In yet tested at the Iowa station. Un
such a sweet little woman, and when
the Union, according to reports of the fortunately It Is not a high seed she asked me for my
baby I thought
Its
of
United Slates Department of Agricul
small seeds, It best to
ylelder because
give It t: her.
1022
It
he
should
but
ture, in
production totnled
emphasized that the
After Mrs. Jenkins left the Natchez
Sr
pounds (not Including pulled seed of this variety will go about hospital, the health of Mrs. Graham
'"xivHfc.s
U VI
AW JFWW
V
4aW
with
225,.rvfl,000
twice as far In planting nn acre as
compared
wool),
to Improve. Her husband had
began
pounds in 1021. Wyoming and Texas will the seed of most varieties. The returned from California an: renewed
Although practically all of the 20 pussengers in the car suffered cuts or
led In production In 1022, having proseed should be at a premium for the
for his wife. They were re- other hurts, none was seriously Injured when this trolley car Jumped the
quest
duced 22,500,000 pounds and 19,300,(X)0 silage or hay and ought to sell for
track and fell 12 feet Into the Portage river, at Oak Harbor, Ohio, carrying
united the early part of last
more than varieties with larger yields.
pounds, respectively.
the bridge span from the abutment as It crashed down.
follows

Spend All in
Hunt for Baby

a
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Passengers Escape by Miracle
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CUTTING POTATOES FOR SEED
Uiually Growers
eyes

Slice for Number of
, nan ror
ny

Definite

Size.

PLANTS TO BE TRANSPLANTED
Harden
Ajr

0
,nd

Gradually, Givlnn Fresh
AvoId Sudderl Chanae.
of Ti,mneralur.

Many different Ideas concerning cutIf plants are kept growing at a ram
ting potatoes are held by farmers. pant pace In the warm hotbeds right
for
cut
the number up to the time they are to be transUsually growers
of eyes rather than for a definite size planted In the open garden
they are
aeed piece. Commercial growers know likely to be sappy nnd spindling.
Har
hut the size ot the seed piece Is an den them off gradually as
transplant
Importunt factor In securing vigorous ing time approaches, give them a
plants and good stands. Experiments breath of fresh air frequently, and do
have proved that as you Increase the not subject them to sudden
changes of
size of the seed piece you Increase the temperatures.
If this Is done losses
of
roots
nnd
and
tops
Igorousness
will be less, the plnnts will start off
.'onsequently the yield. With this In much more readily and will remain
about
two ounces thrifty throughout the season.
mind pieces weighing
or the size of an egg are generally
recommended and plnnted by successPrevent Hopperburn.
ful growers.
To prevent hopperburn of potatoes
the underside of the leaves must be
Stand of Alfalfa.
thoroughly drenched with the spraying
An even stand of alfalfa Is most profsolution.
itable. The way the seed Is sown

the evenness of the stand.
Cata Save Grain.
A few cats save much grain and
greut deal of annoyance.

a

Silo Makes Much Feed.
The silo makes ns much feed from
three stalks of corn ns Is secured from
five stalks without a silo.

Dog Burns to Death
Hunting for Baby
Van Nuys, Cal. A dog owned
by A. T. Sastlan lost Its life
while searching a burning barn
for Its master's baby, safe In the
house at the time. The dog had
been taught to search for the
child when asked the question,
Some one
"Where is baby?"
asked that question while the
flames were destroying' the barn,
and the dog dashed Into the
burning building.

Startles London Society,
The lacent announcement
that a daughter of an English duke
was to marry a professional Jockey
has given London society a severe
shock, even in the face of the fact
that aristocracy Is not as aristocratic
as it was when Queen Victoria ruled
the land.
London.

LOVE TRIANGLE TREATED
ROUGH BY ARAB FOLKS
Unfaithful Ones Are Stoned
Death, Says Writer.

to showering

curses on them for being
unclean. Obviously, promlwunug love
meets with little pneouragement"
The divorce la f of Arabia, the
the

Mr. and Mrs. Sheik
London,
husband and wife of the great sandy
spaces must love i&t'a other until the
sands of the desert grow cold or they
are stoned to death.
Mrs. Roslta Torbes, writer and explorer, back from the East, told how
and
the Arabs handle the
divorce problem which is causing so
much concern among the western nations.
"The people themselves," she said,
"have a peculiar punishment for misconduct which Lually act3 as a deterrent for husbands and wives who
would otherwise i
"Should a man or woman be unfaithful, the two guilty persons are
taken to a public square and burled
up to their armpits in sand. Then
their companions stone them to death,
ma:-r!ag-

writer explained, makes it necessary
for the wife to watch her step

through the sand,
When a man a n divorce bis wtft
by simply clapping his hands and repenting three times, "I divorce yon,"
the wife Is sure U be carofui, Mrs,

Forbes declared. "
To satisfy the curiosity of the natives, who have a deep dislike far
strangers, and lo allay their hostility,
Mrs. Forbes passed as a woman bouna
for the harem of a wealthy sheik,
In one village, ho vever, a mob surrounded
the wonan crn'ornr inil
pulled her from her horse. A talt.
came along, bent
off the mob and took Mrs. F. rbes to
his harem, where be treate, her wirh
chivalry.
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By DOUGLAS MALLOCH

French Designers Are Giving
ttention to Garment for
so
Costume Suit.
wandering

F. A. UMLKEfc

T

WONDER that we worry
And lose our way with
When ev'ry hill and vale we know
For Time has shown us ev'rything.
We 1inow where we may walk,, and

' So
send forth this mystic cheer far
and wide.
where
flowers over the rugged path
The brambles are, the dangers He
TT MATTERS not bow lovely we of Strew
111
the poor and the sorrowing, the
s
For Time has set a signpost there,
may be, nor how dread
about our little selves may ebb and and the wretched, the old and the
Experience to guldens by.
flow, there Is always some one among lonely.
Pour sunshine In their hearts and We know the way, for other men
oar friends and acquaintances upon
Have walked a thousand times be
whom we can shed a ray of sunshine. see It Illuminate their countenance,
Some one Is living under darker wing their feet and tune their tongues
fore.
The world the same world it was then,
skies than we, longing for encouraging to pralseful songs.
It
Let
on
shine
cross
and
care.
every
The path unchanged forevermore.
words or cheering smiles; some one
There are hungry hearts every- We know we need but follow on
Is starving for affection which means
With faithful Conscience for our
to him or her a lamp of hope; some where, behind walls of marble and
one Is striving to overcome 'ruinous slabs of hovels, praying for appreciaguide
We know that we shall And the dawn
habits, too weak to hold his or her tion and sympathy.
Find one If we can and blow to
Who falter not, nor turn aside.
frail craft on a safe course.
Each one Is living In a state of flame the spark that kindles love.
'gloom, from which there seeing to be Scatter sunshine across the sea and Vet men will venture into sin,
'
over the land until it shall turn night
no way of escape.
Forget the sun, forget the star,
.
Will seek new lands to wander In
Each one needs a ray of friendship, to
Where all the hidden dangers are.
the blessed boon which If used aright , We may speuk different dialects, but
would make the whole world brighter, we can punctuate our sentences with Experience has marked the trail.
cheer
and make ourselves understood,
And Time has proved the trail Is
knit mankind closer In happiness,
true
soothe aching hearts, dry burning tears not clumsily nor dimly, but easily and
Yet men will fall and fools will fall
and hide from cold stares the beggar's clearly, as the sunlight of heaven.
And If we have within us the right
While stars shine clear from skies
outstretched band.
of blue.
There Is something In
spirit, we can continue this beneficent
that penetrates the toughest fibre In work until love shall canopy the earth,
human nature.
faith and hope flood the dark places Life Ib no problem life Is plain:
Here Is the right, and there the
with glorious light and sorrow turn to
wrong ;
gladness. Whatever the number of
And here is peace, and there Is pain,
good deeds we may have done,
And there Is sorrow, here Is song.
far we have flung the sunshine,
there will be times In our lives when With Conscience for our guide and
we shall feel that we have not done
friend
The excess of sentiment, which Is mis- enough to merit the peace which is
Experience our counsel wise.
leading In philanthropy and economics, ours
unspeakably sweet and rich be We need not follow to the end
grows acutely dangerous when It InterAn earthly path to find the skies.
feres with legislation or with the ordi- yond price.

A RAY OF SUNSHINE
life-tide-
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BLOUSE IN FAVOR

p EXPERIENCE

noon-tide-

e

bow-ev-

nary rulings of morality.

Agnes Reppller.

(,

1828,

by MeClur

WHAT TO EAT
TV THE members of your family are
A fond of
ginger this will be a delightful dish to serve as a dainty dessert:
Gingered Jelly.
f
Add
teacupful of cold waf
ter to
package of granulated
gelatin; after standing ten minutes
add one and
cupfuls of boilNow add one cupful of
ing water.
orange Juice and the juice of two
s
of a cupful of
lemons,
chopped candled ginger. Set In a cool
place to harden, stirring gently during
the stiffening process tb mix the ginServe in
ger well through the Jelly.
stemmed glasses, garnished with a
spoonful of whipped cream and thinly
sliced ginger.
one-hal-

one-hul-
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Smartly Cut Sweater
Coat of Varied Color

A-

The costume suit having evolved to
a stage where the separate blouse can
bo made a part of it. we find the
French designers giving their attention
to the blouse, writes a Paris fashion
correspondent In the New lork Times.
The consequence Is that we are presented with new styles and designs
which please not only by their artistry
and beauty, but have a strong appeal
because of their economical possibili-

ties.

Martial et Armand are embroidering
their blouses with wool to create a
Bulgarian effect. They also have many
of heavy white crepe de chine and
crepe georgette. The wristbands are
made to look like pendent bracelets by
means of the little ribbons and buckles
fastened to them.
Jean Patou shows a strong prefer
ence for the sailor blouse with an ex
tremely youthful look. There are
many blouses of soft crepe trimmed
with ornamental braidings or with
fancy pieces of ribbon, which are made
to stand out. There are some thin
blouses made of flower embroidered
organdie in the style of the Second empire. Many of these blouses have
Jabots of lace and collars of lace to be
worn with the strictly tailored BUit.
The lace is cream colored and extremely fine in texture.
Beer is making blouses of real lace
trimmed with bands of crepe or taf-- .
feta. He also has blouses of crepe de
chine, embroidered with metal threads
In
patterns, to be worn with
suits where their gorgeousness shows
at the front of the coat when it Is left
There are blouses with Rusopen.
sian embroidery and some trimmed
a smartly cut sweater coal
with chenille galloon.
Others show of Showing colors.
varied
It Is worn with a
whits plaited Canton skirt. The hat is
of Japanese straw In blue.
all-jv-

Hen
or light woolen material for
their foundations and then are em
broidered or appllqued to the last dewith-crep-

one-ha- lf

gree.

three-fourth-

Crises

Insets of Filet Used
for the Table Covers

Souffle.

Melt two tnblespoonfuls of butter,
add three tnblespoonfuls of flour, and
f
when well mixed add
cupful
of scalded milk, one half teaspoonful
of salt, a dash of cayenne,
cupful of grated cheese, the yolks of
two eggs; cook until thick. Cut and
fold In the stiffly beaten whites of the
ggs and set In boiling, water and bake
IS minutes.
Cover the whole time of
cooking and serve at once. A souffle
tike an omelet will not await a tardy
guest.
What an English cookbook calls the
rnreblt Is simply
original English
melted cheese to which salt Is added,
InJust as It Is taken up for serving.
wftSS
stead of milk, or even with it, a
tnblespoonfu! of catsup may be added,
or two tuhlesponnfuls of chill tauee. A piquant dish good for an open-ai- r
meat is too small In quantity to serve,
luncheon or In""n group where onions cheese, white sauce and generous seaare enjoyed, onions are sliced thin soning makes a niORt tasty dish.
and sauted in bacon fat; when tender
1923, Western Newspaper Union.)
add the cheese and serve as soon as it
Is melted.
When a little chicken, ham or other

g

one-hal-

one-ha-

'

HtS

Copyright

ferent callings, so that you can exchange Ideas with them and, broqdea
yourself.

Interest yourself In what they are
doing, nnd Interest them In what you
are doing. Spend your leisure with
them. Enjoy their comradeship. But
never depend on them. Friendship was
not meant for a ladder by which
to climb to higher places In the world.
It Is too sacred for that
(Copyright by John Blake.)

,

Uncommon
Sense . .
YOUR FRIENDS
man who doesn't make friends
worth his salt. Man Is a social animal. Be needs friends to talk
to and to listen to. They are the
solace of bis leisure hours. They are
his confidants in his time of trouble.
Without them he might as well be an
outcast on a desert Island.
Make all the friends you can. At
best you will make but a few, for
there will be but few men who will
take you at your own value, and have
nough Interests in common with you
to be really your friends.
But never use friendship as a means
of advancement. Put business on a
business basis.
lie independent of friendship in your
work. Advancement ohtulned through
friendship Is obtained through favor.
Ami what is obtained through favor
H of no value.
Never make the mistake of depending on a friend in a business relationship. Oftwn your friend can and will

THE

One of the most popular decorations
for the linen card table cover is Insets
of filet. Corners about four Inches
square are seen on many attractive
ones. Linen is especially satisfactory,
as it la dainty to ent upon and launOne
ders beautifully.
linen cover of homespun was decorative with colored .wool embroidery
Stenciling In brilliant colors Is another suggestion. A floral motif applied
to diagonal corners Is a suggestion.
Any design that Is showy like a tulip,
chrysanthemum or hollyhock Is good,'
and butterflies, peacocks, parrots and
bluebirds have possibilities as have
fruits.
Bright colored crepe gives
a cheerful note when appllqued In the
form of cherries, apples, pears or
oranges. It Is especially effective on
Spring Suit With Braid Embroidery on tnn. Huck Is another material useful
Coat Distributed in Original Man- for these Individual card covers. It
or darned In
should he
ner.
the bright reds nnd blues, with an acaiotlfs of colored bead embroidery nnd cent of black to give the effect of the
edgings of closely sewed beads.
very much used Russian or Chechol'remet litis blouses made of two con slovakian embroidery.
trasting colors, say, of blnck and white,
Ermine Scarf.
the gilet being of white, the body of
At the opera recently was seen a
the blouse black, and the sleeves of a
combination of blnck and white. There gorgeous scarf of w hite ermine, edged
are some of these blouses with white with long white fringe. It was slightly smaller than, the regulation Span-Is- h
crepe de chine for the foundation,
shawl.
Doucet hns built around a gllet of
antique tapestry a blouse of crepe
Wrist- Corsages.
georgette and satin used In comblua- e
Wrist corsages are a novelty and
lon. For the
suits there
vogue among the
arc Interesting little blouses made of a promise to have
combination of crepe and the material younger set. It Is quite effective to
have velvet flowers, matching the eveused for the suit.
All of the couturiers have agreed ning frock, twisted about the wrists
upon making blouses that start out to form bracelets.

0

He Was Late.
The portrait painter entered. "I'm
Mr. Paublns, sir," he said. "I have
come by appointment to paint your
BLAKE
wife." "Indeed," remarked Mr.
"I'm afraid you're late. It's already. U o'clock, tmd she's usually all
help you. But that sort of help is not painted by 10 and ready to go out."
the help you want.
0
Sooner or later, If you are going to
get anywhere, you will discover that
you must depend on yourself, and
yourself alone.
The time you h ookcd thc
Your friends can advise you, they
COLD KING ON THE
ill
can sympathize with you, they can If
II
they are honest point out your misiy vo mix IT
takes to you provided you are big
enough to let them.
But neither by lending you money
or securing you positions or promotions, can they be of any true value
to you.
If they are rich and powerful, they
will assist you not because of your
deserts, but because of their liking
for you.
Through such assistance you will get
a false Idea of your Importance, of
your worth In the world.
And when you wake up some morning and see yourself In your true light
you are going to be sadly disillusioned.
Make friends and keep them. Make
them, If you can, among men of dif

(By
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three-piec-
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Faille Ribbon Holds Lead for the Season
Wide printed satin and faille rib
bons challenge grosgrain for its acknowledged leadership. Entire belting
ribbon crowns or facings and crowns
accompany tlmbo brims often enough.
At least Irregular brim edges of some
otherwise1 regular blocked shapes are
of necessity chic and those bound
with ribbon and not a stereotyped
binding either whipped over, or fluted

rainbow to choose from and are often
allied.
In fact, black and white are spelling
spring In engraved capitals, Cerise
and navy form another combination
that the French think well of always.
"but this year there are berry and navy.
gray and navy or navy with almond
green, perchance. t
' The utter absence of color makes au
early appearance this seaann. White
Is winning Its wny beyond all dreams
for this time of the year. It was tried
out slightly In winter just before the
silk hats came in, but It did not register a big hit. However, from the trend
of things fashionable at present white
Is to become a prominent factor and:
a successful one.--

ribbon run riot at present.
Straw, hair and vlsca woven ribbons
are entering the style field, too and
will mean much ere summer s here.
However, far more latitude Is allowed
In materials this year than In color,
shape or trimming.
There are two sides to the choice of
(,0lor one the costume hnt, the other
the smart new hat established by the
srande mnlsons. Color does not play
A New Coiffure.
solitaire In one smart shade, but an
to see the new shingled
One
Blendtones.
In
begins
many
swers "present"
ad ehnrleR cnnuclne. purple, opal to coiffure here and there. Instead of benionnntrn effects standing out but ing bobbed, the hair Is cropped close
Msclr and white ore equal ends of the to the back of the head like a boy's.
edged
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PENALTIES ARE
MARKET

LATEST

QUOTATIONS

CONFERENCE

FRANCO-BELGIA-
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-

IN

RUHR DEVISES PUNITIVE

OF MARKETS
Washington, D. 0.

U. S. BUREAU

MEASURES

Cotton.

TO

Spot cotton prices declined 36 points
York May future
during the wuek. New
contracts declined 86 points.
t 28.78c per
Spot cotton closed
pound. New York- May futures at
Grata.

TO

CONFIS-

Dusselilorf.

REGION

The French

and

Bel-

gian ministers of war conferred here
a few days ago with the military commanders In the Euhr in regurd to
measures for putting into effect the
Franco-Bel-

gian

Hay.

Eastern hay markets practically unhay continues
changed. Receipts of all of
arrivals or
only moderate but bulk
lower grades which are In poor demand
and sell at heavy discounts. Trices of
Western
better grades steady. Central
markets report an active demandNo.for1
Quoted:
the limited receipts.
826,60. PhiladelTimothy, New York, 820.60,
Cincinnati
phia 823, Pittsburg,22.60.
at.
821.26,
Louis,
Feed.

Feed demand shows slight improvement. Quoted: Urun, 826.60, middlings
826.76, flour middlings 828, Minneapomeal, 139
lis;; 36 per cent cottonseed
Memphis. $40.60 Atlanta; white hominy

and Circle

ni'cu.

The trial of Iierren Hurtwlg, Oes-terlland Brelmie, three of the Krupp
directors arrested after the recent
clash between French soldiers and
workmen at Essen, has been postponed until next week, and the churges
against Heir Hitter, the fourth director, have been dismissed.
The Germans announce that Dr.
Murrluu, a Swiss lawyer and a professor In the University of Geneva, will
aid Dr. Grimm in the defense of the

Chicago;

cent
gluten feed, $40.66 Chicago; 32 per$40.60
linseed meal. $11 Minneapolis.
Chicago.

ae

Fruits nnd Vegetable.
Eastern sacked
Prices reported:
round whitos. $2.16 to $2.50 per 100
stock,
In
city markets; Maine Northpounds
$2 to $2.10 at shipping points.
to
$1.40
$1.26
bulk.
in
round
whites
ern
carlot market; sacked
in Chicago
cities,
other
in
to
$1.90
$1.35
stock, to
$1.20 at shipping points. South
$1.06
Carolina Wakefield cabbago, $4.60 to directors.
$5. 5H per barrel crate in eastern
The French continue to confiscate
reaching $7 In Boston. Alabama
flnt Dutch, $4.76 to German money sent into the ltuhr
and Louisiana
Florida celery, $2 to $3 perf. crate
$5.75.
0. b. wherever they suppose it is designed
in leading' cities, $1.25 to $1.50
Vork Baldwin to
hipping points. $5 New
'encourage the resistance to the oc
barrel.
to
$6.60
per
apples, mostly extra
fancy winesups,
cupying forces ; 150,(100,000 marks have
Northwestern
$2.60 to $3 por box.
and
been taken at
Texas Savoy spinach, $1 to $1.76 per
The
to 000,000 marks ut Duesseldorf.
bushel basket. Virginia stock, $2.25
Germans say this money was not in$3 per barrel in eastern markets, $3.50
sweet
ICaatern
to $4 In Boston
yellow
for the
to $1.10 per bushel tended for the strikers, but
potatoes mostly 60c$1.76
ork unemployed.
In New
From German sources
humpor. reaching
and Chicago. Tennessee Nancy Halls. also come reports that issues of money
$1.10 to $1.35.
seized hereafter by the French will be
Live Mock and Mints.
declared valueless by the rclchsbank.
All classes of live stock on the Chfor the
icago market showed declines
Hogs, tup,
prices:
week.
Chicago
Rum Runners Slay Officers
bulk of sales, $8 to $8.45; medium
$S 60and good beef steers. $7.76 toto J'J.t.a;
New
Orleans JJepuly Sheriffs Hul
$9.t0;
$1.40
butcher cows und hellers,
and lo Kstiponal and August Ksteve, profeeder steels, $6.15 to $8.60; light
medium weight veal calves, $7 to $9; hibition agents of St. Bernard parish,
fat lambs, $12.76 to $14.60;$7 yearlings,
south of tills city, were killed In u gun
to $9.2j.
$9.75 to $13.60; fat ewes,
Beef $13 battle with rum runners and highjack
Prices good grade meats:
to $25, ers. One of the runt runners was
to $16, veal $14 to $10, lamb $22loins
$14
mutton $14 to $17, light topork
The others escaped. The
wounded.
$13.
M $16, heavy loins $11
Violet, I.u.,
L'tin fiL'bt took place at.
Unlry Products.
nine miles below New Orleans, where
Hotter markets unsettled through
92
prices,
lower.
Closing
week; prices Now York 47c, Philadelthe 'deputies captured two Irtickloads
score butter:
Huston 49c, Chicago 4tc. of liciuor being brought to this city.
phia 48c,
Cheese markets weak and unsettled.
cheese
Prices at Wisconsin primary
20 fie
Mexicans Capture Pirate Ship
Plats 2UC, twins daisies
markets:
20 he
double
daisies
single
.Mexico
City. The Mexican gunboat
20
he longhorns iCInco de Aliiyo
foung Americas
2i),:
recently arrived at
19H,c. square prints 20 tee
it was announced here, con
mvu stock mahkkt.
veying the American .schooner NiagaI little.
ra, alleged to have been engaged in
The Niagara was
The best sales In the tattlo division
section, pearl pirating.
centered around the heifer
off the coast of lower California
$7. the
where several loads soldandabove
next came richly
the announcement
loaded,
best price was $7.50,
One large
$7 40 'and $7.36 for carloads.
stales.
These
$7.25.
40
head
brought
load of
were called steady for quality.
prices small
bunches of heifers went
Home
Bert Lowe Gets Life Sentence
for $ii.tij.
down to $5, while others sold
"1 have washed my hands
Greeley.
Cows were not as strong as heretofore,
Mrs.
but when the nature of the ofterings
of Uie whole thing." Thus-difor, the prices atcon$0
were aceountud
Bert
un
well as S5.6U. were
dispose of a reference to
sidered' s'teadv. Home ordinary stock her husband, who was sentenced to
sold for
brought $1 and $1.76.for Cutters
life Imprisonment in the slate peni$2 and $2,26.
$2.75, and cannois
.
the tentiary by Judge George H.
nearer
came
bringing;
Veal calves
some timo. One call
top price than for
He was convicted by a jury In
of
the
25
cents
within
sold for $12.60,
too for the season. A small bunch District Court here last December of
went for $12, while larger droves
Edna
Bulls the murder of his
to $5.20
brought $11.60 down
Fern Skinner, on July 2, 102JI.
wem. uuwu w
readied $o.2U. aim for
$7.85,
and
$8.10
steers sold
fnr fnnev stock was Bated
n
Choice grades
Police Chief Halts Marathon Dancers
as high as $9.25 and $9.$8.60.
$8.76 to
for
would sell
New York.
The police of Fast Port
feeders and stockers aro In demand
Chester. Conn, stormed Vera Shenwith the top around $7.80.
Hogs.
Theodore GUI, marathon
t.
hogs aver- - pard and
,...ni.it sold io a local
packere dancers, who toured three stales, nftcr
aKin'248
'
pounds
rJcventy-nln$8.30.
tot the top pricein of
continuously in
class they had
the
choice hogs
and moving vans for OS
dance
hulls
price of $8.10.
highest
brought theofnext
$8.05 was paid lor one
The price69
hours and 40 minutes, a world record.
hogs at 248 Pud
load of
from 8 to I7.M. Chief of Police James D. Nedley stopranged
sale,
hlcll puces
, v.
i:o in ped the dancers after he had, watched
"V
The demand lor usm. and hard
to disIs limited,
20 minutes. Chief
pounds
them for. about
pose
t
the packers. Pisa $7 sold
for Nedley said the dancers came to East
Steady at $6.75 for stock grades, sold
at
and a few fancy pigs
Port Chester on their own hook and
fat Pigs Packer
sows aim
.(,
$7.25.
asked no one's permission to stage the
steady.
dance.
Sheep.
weighing 79
Choice
light lambs
re'Bht
old'
for $13.65 flat.
pound,
to
ranged from $13.76
Laid prices
Memphis Tram Employes Strike
Feeder lambs weighing 66
11266.
Tenn. A strike of (350
ii.v.
Memphis,
brougnt
pounds
e
put into
fringing $8 50.
.J""?"! !" beBD street railway employes was The
coin- effect here a few days ago.
good lor u,uaim
the
to
no
move
curs,
effort
made
MAHKET.
puny
I.
MKT A
officials asserted. The workmen now
i..,,ln ettlemrut prices.) 99
'American
Silver, london
receive US cents an hour of the first
tiiiv.r
nil. and 48 cents
vwir. 4.5 cents the s
:
per' iii: y.v.v.v.v: ,i6
for the third. They demand a flat in'
D.000 10.00
crease of 7 cents an hour. The comTunnst'ea. 'per 'unit "
pany offered a" flat increase of 2 cents
liruln.
nnd
Hay
an hour. This was refused.
mm-kct- s,
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Masons
of Springer are making
nluns to sKure'a big circus the second
week In May, the dates having been
set for the 10th, 11th and latn.
work has been
Aetiml
started on the lew Masonic Temple In
Silver City, which when completed is
to cost over $56,000 exclusive of the
furnishings.
About 800 men are ut work on the
training grounds at Ft. Hunchuca fixing them up for the various encampments that are to be held there during the summer months.
Dr. K. M. Wntklns, of Amarlllo,
was
Texas, driving a Hudson super-six- ,
seriously injured on the main highway
near Tularosa when his car went off
the road and turned over Into the
ditch.
Carl II. Smelcer and G. V. Lafa-vorsentenced to be hanged at
for the murder of Sheriff W.
L. Kutherford, have obtained reprieves
pending an appeal of their cases to
the state Supreme Court.
Printed io Red on. Every Package of Gamine Alabastine
Members of a posse, searching for
the slayer of Officer Davis, who was
killed in Raton, N. M., by one of the
members of an automobile party, shot
and killed Lee Davis, 10, of Baton,
near the top of llaton Pass.
Instead ofKalsomine or Wall Paper
Francisco VaUn was hanged at
Because
only (amine Alabastme wul gfre you uW hdelkte.imdc AUbrtme
N. M., the fourth man to pay
colon which odd w Back to the beauty of your borne.
of
murder
the
death
for
the
penalty
Good decoralon mo AUbutbe. Neath all rtons
peta cvrrk n ock
Anton Koury, a merchant of Duran,
A your dealer a decorator to ihow yoo Utopia and explain the AUbMtme-Opalscaffold
went
the
to
N. M. Vaisa
the Dewcat and neat beautiful method ei btenct decoration.
Praceai
calmly and made no statement.
Falling In line with the rest of tiie
Grmmi Kmpida. Michw
counties of the state, Eddy county has
a
large
organized a Tariff Club with
membership. The purpose is to resist
the lowering of the tariff on New
Scuffed Shoes.
Anything to Please.
Mexico farm and ranch products.
When shoes become scuffed and
MistressNora, I won't have that
District Attorney Ernest B. Garcia bnsky milkman In my kitchen.
peeled nib them with the white of an
mum ; I know a egg.. It will paste the broken places
of tiie Second Judicial district, which
NoraAll
right,
- stated
down..
countymailer one. Juggler.
Includes Sandoval
of
was
he
tuking
thinking
recently
Get a library of over 1,000 books and
Politeness of some men causes them
steps to recover on P. C. Olivas' bond
as former county treasurer of Sando- to be looked upon with suspicion.
you'll never move.
val county for J8.500 of the county
funds deposited in the Iteserve State
hank ut Iteserve, Catron county.
sanitarium organization
fnswell's
got off with a flying start at the big
niHetiiiL' which was held recently to se
lect the hoard of directors and other
Archofficers of the organization.
itects are now at work on the plans
and specifications and the money Is
available as soon as the construction
of the big building can be started.
Forest officials of the Lincoln
National forest are advised thikt the
livpKtnck men of that section of the
state have petitioned the game com
mission for a game refuge in the ioi-eof the county for the protection
The acreage
of deer and turkey.
Is about i!0,000 acres In the
main range of the Gallinus mountains,
about 10 miles from Corona.
Cattle are poor in the southwestern
'
, ,
. . ,
- iciumj, n..fUn.,part of the state and the traveler sees
j
on n llijnu uit ..!
mum
vugm X.tl!t..
rl,nlJNri 01 wnal you coum proauce
nnmv of them lying dead, due to the
bushel wheat would mem
Think of what
of
cost
1
burden
on
stock
and
ilmutli nnd sickness brought on by un
of
cheap
pasture land.
and
raising
to you under these conditions,
dairying
dernourishment. And the drouth has Land pays for itself in a few crops no artificial fertilizer no heavy Investment
You have envied the farmer who got his start when land was cheap. Here s yoor
left its marks on the Estanda valley
t
l
ika xnMA krxnrl rf tOf1AriHr
lmlf of the homes are vacant; fields CD&nce, pernaps your last cuaiiuc, iui uic oamc wunu v
as
barren
season
looked
ploughed hist
Plan-B- uy
But in some parts ot tne
as it desert.
look
state agricultural conditions are

LookXor
the Cross

Increased pressure against the Germans agreed upon at the recent
conference in Paris.
Besides the ministers, those attending the meeting were General De Gout-te- ,
commanding the French forces;
General ltuquols, the Belgian commander, and General Bunt of the
French general staff.
M. Mtiginot, the French war minister, told the newspaper correspondents after the conference that while
the allies were resolved to intensify
their measures, the new plans did not
call for any extension of the occupied

0c;

$29.50

CONTINUE
OCCUPIED

mar-ke-

bouls,

PAYMENTS

CATE GERMAN MONEY IN

Market strong throughout week and
all grains made sharp price advances.
up 3c; Chicago
Chicago May wheatBullish
factors were
May corn up 3c.
secontinued unfavorable crop news, and
vere cold weather In Northwest
liberal export sales.
t:
Closing prices in Chicago cash No.
No. 2 red winter wheat, 81.86;
1 hard winter wheat, 81.27; No. 2 mixed
corn. 82c; No. 2 yellow corn. 82c; No.
8 white oats, 47c.
Average farm prices; No. 2 mixed
corn in central Iowa, 69c; No. 2 hard
winter wheat in central Kansas, 81.07.
May
Closing future prices: Chicago corn,
wheat, 81.26H: Chicago May $1.8414;
Minneapolis May wheat,
Kansas Ctty May wheat, 11.16 H; Winnipeg May wheat, 81.23.

$29 St.

FORCE

FRENCH

28.16c.

feed,

New Mexico
State Items

AGREED UPON

The Alabastine Company
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Canada Offers

Last Chance for

Virgin Farms

-

.
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Western Canada

ing up.
A coroner's jury empaneled to in
quire into the killing of Chief of Police
Oscar Davis returned a verdict that
the "deceased came to his death by
gunshot inflicted by Clyde Norman,
unjustifiable, inexcusable tiuu wan intent to kill." Clyde Norman, who
says his home is at Tulsa, Okla., und
Osacr Brlgance who says his autiress
Okla.. are held in Jail at
la Kemlrick.

Your Opportunity!

Western Canada it the farmer's land of opportunity. Thousands of settlem who started not
many years ago with little or nothing, are today
the owners of fine farms, with comfortable
homes and bams, thoro'bred stock, dairy herds
all the marks of prosperity. Yet land is not
dear only $15 to $20 an acre for rich, virgin, prairie convenient to railways. Land is not dear in
became there is so much
Western Canada-y- et
of It. But many settlers are expected in 1923,
and now is your opportunity, before the best
farms are taken. Get started. Taxes are reduced, not raised, on land brought under cultiOn farm buildings, improvements,
vation.
machinery, personal effects, automobile, etc
there is no tax at all. Canada wants workers- -it
wants its land fanned and the farmers,
through their municipal councils, have practical
control of all local taxation.'

Special Renter's
Out of Profits

To aid and encourage the honest worker with
perhaps little capital, the CanadianoneGovernment
may work
has a "Renter's Plan", whereby
a new or improved farm "Try It out" for sevof hia own
farm
and
a
desired
if
buy
eral years
out of profits.

Years to Pay

Thirty-Tw- o

For the benefit of those wishing to buy land, (
sharing organization

national

the

Canada Colonization Associadon has been established, with head office at Winnipeg, and
United States office at St. Paul. This Association offers selected land convenient to railways
much of it at $16 to $20 per acre on very small
cash payment; no further payment until third
year; balance extended over thirty years, but
purchaser may pay up and obtain title at any
time, if desired. Inter
est six per cent.

Uaton in connection with the killing.
Tim Chamber of Commerce and oth
of Aztec, Is
er civic organizations
making plans for a big "clean-upweek, when every vacant lot, uacn
f!nst-Yo- u
Nothinf?u
-- m
yard und alley in the city will be made Mat
Mail the coupon to the agent mentioned below, located nearest to 0.He 1 CANADA B
spotless.
and give you information and assistance, without charge, and glad to be
Nokl Deuna,
of service to you.
Noco Yazzn, three Navajo Indians con
us something of your position, and
Jlfi'l tUo Cnnnnn Tell
wha, ycu are tooIin for, anj receive
victed in McKinlcy county of first deeh
Lmm
dook wnn maps, aim jrconcivitc vi mkj w.
nler In connection with the Gescrlplive
how
Government Agent in your territory; also information
of
Lewis,
a
for
be
Inspection.
rate
can
Jack)
arranged
trip
special railway
death of Frank (Sloppy
whose badly burned body was tounu
W. V. BENNETT
on
the
his
in thP ruins of
trading post
Omaha. Neb.
Desk W, 300 Peter's Trust Bids .
Nuvujo reservation, were saved from
In some loeallthf. Can- r
still
at
anbl
-J
the capital penalty temporarily
their conviction was re
rai
versed by the Supreme Court und a
i
Nearest Agent: W. V. BENNETT, Dei k W,
I
300 Peter's Trust Bldg., Omaha, Neb,
new trial grunted.
M&d
?oar
of
Agsjot. Daparttn-CJxds, I am pBrtiouUrlj InUrsjtHxi la
Due to the failure of the war fi
CmuAm
Btor
J
(
) WNtfrnOtudi
nance corporation to advance funds for
bean
of
the
planting
tiie farmers for
adName .w......
crops In Bernalillo county and the
B. F. D. No. or St. Addron...
joining territory, the business men and
P. O.
banks of Albuquerque will raise the
m
leans. After a meeting of the business men a decision was readied to
riiian the four or five thousand dollars
needed and the county agent will have
charge of the distribution of the funds
Putnam Fadeless Dyes dyes or tints as you wish
among the farmers or tnc county..
"
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THE RESERVE

GOOD

ROADS
ROAD

give your digestion a 'kick" Willi

BUILDING

IS

PROBLEM

of Railroad Systems Has
Retarded Improvement of Coun.
try Highways.

Development

WRIGLEY'S.
Sound tcctb,
good
appetite and proper
digestion mean MUCH
to your health.
WRIGLEY'S la

ADVOCATE, RESERVE, HEW MEXICO
QUAINT

SPOTS

IN NEW YORK

No one has ever explained satisfacto
rily why a little white frame house
should be considered so much more
romantic thnn a red brick or a gray
stone-house
of the same size. The fact
remains that whenever our enterprising creutors of fiction want to provide
the ideal setting for their simple coun
try girl heroine they always put her
in a little white frame house.
And In ploys where the hero and
heroine, after three acta of storm and
trials, settle down In a little love nest,
it is always In tills type of a house.
Consequently, cliff dwellers have
come to have n most romantic regard
for this type of dwelling, and view the
tew remaining examples within the
city limits with the same affectionate
regard given to tho old homestead
Strange us It may seem, excellent ex
amples of this type of architecture ex
ist within the heart of the city, and
provide an Interesting contrast to the
towering buildings of our nge.
Right In the heart of the roaring for
ties, just off Broadway, Is a row of
d
frame dwellings,
simple,
under the shadow of skyscrapers like
of
a
vanished generation, says a
ghosts
writer In the New York Sun. Wher
they go there will vanish a row of
quaint book shops, tea shops, coffee
houses nnd antique denlers.
That some of the members of this
generation prefer quulntness to newness is proved by the fact that in the
fashionable eighties, just off Fifth ave
nue, a little white wooden house boast
ing that rarity, for New York, a real
front porch, nnd a real back yard, Is
still used as a residence. Its immacu-

The highways of the United Stales
as they existed in the yenr 1000 re
sulted from a gradual development ex
tending, roughly, over a period of three
hundred years. During this time there
was no radical change In either the
In
vehicle or the motive power. So fur
work a
as concerns the general function of the
p.
beneficial pick-me-uhighways, In our scheme of transporta
tion, a very great change wua Intro
duced with the beginning of- - railroad
development, about 1820.
Prior to the development of rail'
roads, our only means of land trans
portation was over the highways. Hud
It not been for the development of the
railroad system of the United States,
mere is no aouut whatever, in my
mind, but that we should have In the
United States at the present time a
lystem of federal and state highway
Mothers!! :omparlng favorably with similar sys
tems that were developed, Hrst by the
Write for 32 Romans, and later by the modern
European states, writes Vrof. L, B,
Page Booklet, Conrad of the Kansas State Agricul
tural college In the Kansas City Star.
The matter of determining the best
type of road to build Is not easy. The
aV whole problem of motor operation, as
m
MTf
It confronts the American
people at
the present time, has come upon us so
suddenly as compared to most develop
Products
late whiteness stands out sharply In
ments, and the problem is so stupen
ttiff Carriages Ofunuhorf
lous, that any sensible person should be contrast to the gloomy hrownstone
Ue This Coupon
willing to admit that It is unreasonable dwellings around it. It looks for all
Tlx Lloyd Mf(.
booki.t,"kow, of tiM to expect our highway commissions the world like a wedding cake In
world.'
Company
and highway engineers to know exact
among some cold chocolate pudding.
Another example of the moving pic
ly what to do under all circumstances,
MnoalaM
-y'
Mick.
It is much less reasonable to expect ture setting right In the midst of New
,
local road officials who have devoted York Is found on the upper West side,
w
suu
aty.
comparatively little study to the sub- Just off Riverside drive. This little
ject, and who have been elected he- frame dwelling, In addition to wide
cause of their high standing in the porches nnd green blinds, boasts n real
community as citizens rattier than as garden bounded by green hedges that
highway experts, to have a satisfac are the envy of all the residents of
Now Is the Time to Get Rid of Thar
the fashionable apartments that sur
tory grasp of the problem.
The middle western states which, to round it.
Ugly Spot
That the qnalnlness Is not unappre
There'e no longer tho allghteat Bead ol me, seem best to prove this statement
feeling uhamed of your frecklee. aa othlne are
Illinois, Minnesota and Nebraska ciated by the blase city dweller is
double etrength la guaranteed to removt
All three have state highway systems,
proven by the frequency with which
nomeiy epota,
Simply ret an ounce of Othlne from an
The conditions in the three states are cameras are opened In front of these
fUugflat and apply a little of It night and
houses. Doubtless, many of these pic
The three highway
morning and you ahould aoon aee that even vastly different.
me wpni irecKiea nave Begun to dlaappear,
have adopted policies tures are sent back home to the folks.
while 'he lighter onea have vanlohed en- commissions
It la aeldom that more than an which are quite different but which Just to prove that New York still hn
tirely.
ounce la needed to completely clear the
are admirably adupted to the condi some real scenery.
aid tnu gam a oeauuiui, clear complexion.
Be aura to ask for the double-atrengt- h
tions in their several stutes.
Othlne, aa thla la told under guarantee of
Cat Ring Doorbell.
Illinois has a large population, with
money oaxK 11 it una to remove frecklee.
A cat which rings the doorbell when
nearly 700,000 automobiles and trucks
Speed.
registered In the year 1921. The area It wants to get into the house Is one of
tie "i reaa women line on open
They have the latest unusual members of the
comparatively small.
book." "She "Really?" He "Yes, 1 constructed u large mileage of pave pussy family. This cat is owned by
Mrs. Charles Wester, a lifelong real
ment.
nsually skip the Introduction."
In Miniiaxota, with about half of dent of Carmel, I". Y.
The eat is the family pet and,
the automobile and truck registration
of Illinois, und with a much larger stnntling on us ninn legs, with one
area to be served, there has been coin forepaw ngninst the door, uses the oth
INDIGESTION
paratively little pavement constructed. er forepaw to give the small handle
The highway commission lias conlincd turn, and It gives the lell a husky ring,
its efforts in the main to the cons! ruc too.' The bell Is of the kind which peotion of a large mileage of gravel and ple turn with the thumb and first
graded earth roads. The state is finger. Sometimes the cat docs not
favored with a good supply of excel succeed in ringing the bell upon first
Bell-an- s
lent roud gravel anil many tourists trials, but keeps at It until It does
Hot
from other slates can vouch for the ring, when Its mistress always opens
the door to let It In.
Relief skill with which It has been used.
In
Nebraska,, with about two- .Of Biblical Origin?
ELL-AWthirds of the number of automobiles
The phrase, "ut sixes and sevens,"
and trucks found in Minnesota, and
25 AND 75 PACKAGES EVERYWHERE
also having a comparatively large probably owes ils orgin to the Mlhllcnl
area, the highway commission has six, yea seven" used In Hebrew to In
Considered It best to confine its ef- dlcnte an indefinite number, as In the
forts, for the most part, to the grad- Book of Job, chapter v, 1!). It Is also
explained ns denoting originally the
ing and maintenance of a large mile
age of earth roads. Many travelers hazarding of one's fortune, or careless
have been sur ness as to consequences; In Inter
crossing Nebraska
It
conprised by the excellent results oh usage means the existence of a
their highway department fusion or disorder., The Idiom was In
talned
by
If you are troubled with pains or with
use at the time of Chaucer, and has
graded earth roads.
aches; feel tired; have headache,
The people of .Missouri are to be been associated with an expression
In dicing, "to set all on cinque nnd
indigestion, insomnia; painful
congratulated on having finally adopt
passage of urine, you will find
ed the only policy for handling their sice," these being tho two highest nam
relief by regularly taking
state highway problem that has ever bers. Literary Digest.
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The world'a standard remedy for kidney;
Hirer, bladder and uric acid trouble ami
National Remedy of Holland usee 1696.
Three sizes, all druggists. Guaranteed.
Leek for tha name Cold Medal.cm very
be and accept no Imitation
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the note and atopa aalr falling out fllla bald
pole taauiiy. Try '! ai au gooa arnggiaia, wo,
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Intuited.
She (dreamily) "Do you care foi
He "No; what do you
children?"
think I am, a nursemaid?"

CASTOR
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For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always bears
the
Signature of
W. N. U., DENVER,

NO.

23.

The
brought satisfactory results.
Scandinavian Forests.
present expenditures may seem large,
as tne roresrs or scamiinavia are
but I am convinced that before 20
chief natural resources of those
years have elapsed the people of this the
state will be well satisfied with their countries, they mean proportionately
more to the entire people over there
Investment.
than the forests of the United States
mean to us. AVe are so blessed with
..
other natural resources that wo feel
FOR DRAGGING
a bit Independent at times, nnd some
times a little Irritated that we have
to consider the present status and the
The following rule are given
future of nny one of our great re
by the Illinois highway commis
sources. The very life of tiie Scandi
sion :
Use a light drag.
navian people depends upon the successful handling of their forests, so
Haul it over the road at an
that It Is difficult for the Swedish
angle so that a small amount of
manufacturer or banker to underearth is pushed to the center of
stand why we are not handling our
lie road.
forests In the same sensible, business
Drive the team at a walk.
like way as they are handling theirs.
Ride on the drag; do not
American Paper nnd Pulp Assocla
walk.
tlon Bulletin.
Begin at one side of the road,
returning up the opposite side.
Then It Will Be a Nuisance.
Drag the road as soon after
Barbel' Shave, sir?
every rain as possible, but not
Do I
Mr. Stubblebrush I dunno.
when the mud is In such a condineed It?
tion as to stick to the drag.
Barber Well, In about another week
Do not drag a dry road.
the children will be stopping you on
Drag whenever possible at all
the "street to tell you what to bring
seasons of the year.
them for Christmas.
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Instant reM foil

Frame Dwellings Still Nestling Among
Skyscraper Are a Connecting
Link With Old Day.

CORNS

without risk
of infection

I

BfKL'IAI. IIUSII MJKWCU
II
you mt'nllon tlila puper vr lien wrltliix
rirnia hrlov.
JKWF.I.IIY

IIOHM-AI,l.r--

CO.

Mfir. and repairing. All ordera ornniDtly
attended to. Et. 1871 16th Champa.

rf.KAlVKIIS AND nvrciiM.

Ssfttyt You can end the pain of corn, to ou
minute. Dr. ShoU'i Zino-pawill do it, for
tad
they remove the tausi
heal the irriuiion. Thui you avoid infection
from cutting your corn or Using corroiivs
acid i. Thin; untiieptic; waterproof.
Sizci for
corne, calloutea, bunioni, Get a boi today at
your aruftiit a or inoe dealer a.

DZScholl's
ino-pad- s
in lit IMnieriei ef Tki SckoB '
Dr. Sfoif Foot
Mil. Co.. makni
ComJortAppiutntts, Arch Support, tit.
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up. Special rate

-

l.lirlinrr. Kooma 76a
to permanent iriicata.

PIANOS

Planoa and player pianos of our own
manufacture of every description.
Free exchange privilege. Lowest
prices, reasonable terms. Write for
a catalog-- prices.
TUIfl I1AI,IVI
PIANO COMPANY
ICW t nllfornlti

St.

-
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Put one on the pain Is gone I

Try a pipeful
or two direct
from the factory
Not that it will be any better than
the Edgeworth you buy in a store, but
we want you to have your first Edge- worth smoke at our expense.
You may repay us by finding that
Edgeworth just suits your taste. And
if it doesn't for there are some few
men to whom Edgeworth is not just
the thing there's no harm done.
We are glad enough to send free
samples in the same spirit that we'd
hand you our pouch if circumstances
permitted. We wish it were possible
to save you even the little trouble of
writing lor Edgeworth.
Edgeworth is a likable smoke. Men
who have tried it and found it to be
the right tobacco for them never
think of smoking other tobaccos.
They'll tell you there are many good
tobaccos and there are. And when
you oiler them your pouch with
"stranger" tobacco in it, they may
use up a pipeful just to be friendly.

But notice how quickly they get
back to their beloved Edgeworth I

MACHINERY, PIPE,

RAILS AND SUPPLIES

We buy and ;ell. Send us your Inqulrlea.
The Drovrr llrtnl A llirhlnnr
r
Office ISth A
St a. Warehou.ee
and yards 1st to Sd on Larimer. Denver.

r.

Sit'Ml)

21 i lath St- - Denver
Veara Old. Come to Dea
ler for liunlncx trulnlnir. l'o.lrlo
t:nrii
of expenara. Write
for free rntoloir.purl
TlilrlT-flv-

e

We Dye
Good
Pays
Clothing, Curtains, Carpet

The Model

Cleaners and Dyer

1317 BROADWAY,

DENVER,

COLO.

DIAIHJJjUS
1. SCI! W All 1.. Jrnrrlry. Diamond.
watcn repairing, muu
sixteenth street.

JOS.

INFOIiJATH
Commercial inquiries ausuered and
Information ghully furnished without,
cost. Address any firm above.
LOGAN COUNTY LEADS COLO
RADO IN WHEAT PRODUCTION

first among
Logan again ranked
Colorado counties in the value of Its
wheat crop in 1022, the total farm
value of the entire production being
$2,405,0-10- ,
uccording to compilation.
made by Howard D. Sulllvun, statistician of the State Immigration Department, nnd W. W. Putnam, agriculture
Knowing how hard it is for the aver
otatlstlclun of the United States Bu
age man to write letters, we consider
reau of Agricultural Economics, ami
these unsolicited
based upon reports of county asses
messages the greatsors. Washington county ranked first
est tribute to Edge- - In
acreage of wheat, but the average
worth we could production per acre wus slightly bepossibly have
low that in Logan county, and the togreater even than tal valuation of Washington coonty'a
the increasingsales.
crop Is placed ut $2,423,283. Yum,
It gives the busi
county Is third, with u total wheat
ness of making
production valued ut $2,340,944. Wetdl
tobacco a pleascounty holds fourth rank, with a wheat
ure that runs crop valued ut ?2,241,231).
The acrethrough the age of wheat In this county is much
whole gamut
below that in the other three counties,
from factory ex
but the uvcrage yield por acre is con
ecutive to the siderably higher for the reason that
much spring wheat is raised under Irsmoker in the iackwoods.
rigation In Weld county, while there,
If you have never tried Edgeworth, is very little wheat grown under Irri
let us repeat our offer, "Try a pipeful
gation In the other three countJeav
or two direct from the factory." All nnjned.
you have to do is to write "Let me try
"No Price Set on Blood"
t pipeful or two" on a postcard, sign
Seattle, Wash.
Ruling that no
your name and address and send the gauge of the value of human blood exto
The
is
us.
address
Larus
postcard
ists, Judge John B. Davidson in tba
& B.rother Co., 75 South 21st Street,
Superior Court here threw out a suit
Arthur Custellanl, dish washer,
Richmond, Va. If you want to add of
the name of your tobacco dealer, we'll against his former employer, a restao-ruman. Custellanl asked $3,000 for,
make sure that he has Edgeworth in
u quart of his blood that he sold bad
stock.
been transfused into his employer's,
To Retail Tobacco Mtrdutni : If
veins, saving his life. "There Is na
your jobber cannot supply you with known means to compute the value oa
a quart of human blood, and therefor
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Company will gladly send you prepaid by a Jury should not be allowed to specucarton late on the question," commented tbes
parcel post one- - or
of any site of Edgeworth Plug Slice or court.
d
Women Pay Large Share ef Tax
for the same price you
would pay the Jobber.
Albany, N. Y. Women filing sepa
rate returns paid 16.5 per cent of the
total income tax of New York state
residents In 1020, according to data
made public by the State Tax Commission. Of the returns, 20,4 per cent
were maie Independently by women,
the commission said, nnd it is believed
that the percentage was at least aa
25
Sea ffle, Gataeat
aaa SOe. Talca. 2Sc
high In this year's tax, due April 18,
Women filing separate returns paid a
total of $5,108,073. Of the single worn- -,
EYES SORETr&gSh EYEWATER en 105 reported Incomes amounting to,
A reliable and
1796.
llnee
remedf
at
Bay
or John L. Thompson Sum a Co.,
$100,000 or over.
row droggtit'l ipeedr
Binr eireet iTur.
Day after day Edgeworth fans write
to us. They tell us human little
stories, friendly anecdotes centering
around Edgeworth. Often it is the
number of years they ht.ve smoked
Edgeworth that prompted them to
write.
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THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE
Entered aa

second-clas-

matter at the

s

post-offic-

e

under set of Congrss of March

at

TRINCHERA

Grandma McPhaul spent last week
with the Bryans. She with Mr. and
Mrs. Bryan and Will Perdue made
trip to Box Lake to visit Neal Bryan
and Bula Perdue.

2, 1879.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
One Tear in Advance.

-- J2.00

There are quite a number of cows
dying and some young stuff. Every
one is feeding quite a bit.
Mr. Holt with his family made a trip
to Magdalena and brought out a load
of supplies for Mark Webster.

MAGDALENA MERCANTILE
-:-

COMPANY

-

--

GROCERIES,

Of anything in

:

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Smith went
Magdalena Friday to meet Mrs,
of
Smith's mother, Mrs. Bontwell,
Texas.

The Rutters and Mrs. Perdue spent
Sunday with the Braseurs.
Our school teacher has been noti
fled to close the school Friday the 20th
on account of shortage of funds.

GOODS, BOOTS AND SHOES,

GIVE

NOTICE

A TRIAL

US

T. C.TURK, Reserve, N.M.
NOTICE

FOR

at

NOTICE

PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U.
Office

HARDWARE, TINWARE, FARM IMPLEMENTS

Las Cruces,

N.

M. March

Notice is hereby given that William
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land S. Laney, of Luna, N. M., who on
19, 1920, made Homestead Entry
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico,
No. 019003, for Homestead Entry Sur
March 19, 1923.
Notice is hereby given that John vey, No. 370, containing 63.22 acres, in
NEK
28; WKNEKNWK,
I. Davis of Springerville, Arizona, who Section
Section
1918
on March
made Original NEKNWK, NKNWKNEK.
23,
6
M.
19
N.
W.,
Homestead Entry Serial No. 017662 33, Township S., Range
P. Meridian, the whole containing
Sec. 10; SWKSW
for NWyNW
acres, has filed notice of intenSISSWK, NEKSWK Sec. 3: and on 103.22
October 27, 1922 made additional tion to make final three year proof, to
Homestead Entry No. 019830, for NE4 establish claim to the land above desSV4NWU. NEWNW54,
Section 10 cribed, before T. C. Turk, U. S. ComNWKSWtf, Lots 3 & 4; S&NWK missioner, at Reserve, New Mexico,
Section 3, all in Township 3 S., Range on the 2nd day of May, 1923.
20 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
Claimant names as witnesses:
notice of intention to make final three
Jas. M. Swapp, Robert J. Howell,
year proof, to establish claim to the J. F. Russell and H. A. Wilcox, all of
land above described before D. B. Baca Luna, New Mexico.
United States Commissioner at Que
Nemecia Ascarate,
mado, New Mexico, on the 9th day of
Register.
Jan-ura-

MEAT MARKET
GASOLINE

FILLING STATION

Mail Orders Solicited and Promptly Filled

NEW MEXICO

MAGDALENA,

4-

May, 1923.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Luther C. Trammell, Frank Crackle,
Wales Eubanks and James Mills, all
of Springerville, Arizona.
Nemecia Ascarate,
Register

Reserve Mercantile Co.

shoes
Silk and wool hose

Creamery butter
Fresh cheese

Outing flannels
Sweaters

Honeydew mellons

and

Winter clothing

Other perishable goods

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

The

a
LANDS

IN NATIONAL

FORESTS

Notice is hereby given that the lands
described below, embracing 122.60
acres, within the Datil National For
es, New Mexico will be subject to
settlement and entry under the pro
visions of the homestead laws of the
United States and the act of June 11,
1906 (34 Stat., 233,)
at the United
States land office at Las Cruces. New
Mexico on August 22, 1923, by any
qualified perso'i, except that for
period of 90 days prior to said date,
the land will be subject to a preference
men of the War
right of
with Germany. Such
men,
In order to avail themeslves of their
must
file
their
preference rights,
ap
plications on or after May 3, 1923, but
prior to August 22, 1923. All such ap
plications filed on or after May 3, 192
but prior to May 23, 1923 will be treat
ed as simultaneously filed at 9 a. m. on
May 23, 1923. All such applications
filed on or after May 23, 1923 but prior
to August 22, 1923 will be treated in
the order in which filed. Applicalions may be filed by the general pub
lie within 20 days prior to August 22,
1623 and will be treated
as simul
taneously filed at 9 a. m. on August
SV4
8Vk NE4, SE
SE&
22, 1923.
NW14, NEK SE4, NVi NWK SEK
NEK SEK NW!4 SEK, NEK NEK
SWK, Sec. 36; T. 6 S., SR. 18 W., N
M. if. M.,
containing 122.60 acres.
Listed without applicant. List
March 20, 1923.
D. K. Parrott,
Acting Assistant Commissioner of
the General Land Office.

Socorro State

Socorro, N. M.

of May, 1923.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Rulon LeSueur, of Eager, Arizona,
J. .1 Davis, of Springerville, Ariz.,
Frank Crackle, of Springerville; Ariz.,
and Jim Mills, of Springerville, Ariz.
Nemecia Ascarate,
Regster.

YOUR

PROTECTION

YOU NOT ONLY PROTECT YOUR
savings, but you get paid for doing so when you have
a savings account

at

that's

Money

this

bank.

idle

means money wasted.

watch both the pricipal and interest for you and

o

Subscribe for the Advocate
HONESTY

PUBLIC SALE
We have purchased 122,000 pair U
S. Army JMunson last shoes, sizes 5J2
to 12, which was the entire surplus
stock of one of the largest U. 3.

COURTESY

SERVICE

THE
RESERVE STATE BANK

This shoe is guaranteed one hundred
percent solid leather, color dark tan,
bellows

tongue, dirt and waterproof.

The actual value of this shoe is $6.00.
Owing to this tremendous buy we can

offer same to the publio at $2.95.
Send correct size. Pay postman on
RESOURCES

OYER

delivery or send money order. If shoej
are not as represented we will cheerfully refund your money promptly

$500,000.

re-lie-

you of all the banking worries.

Government shoe contractors.

The Bank of Personal Service

Put

your saving to work and watch the interest grow. We

SAFETY

Bank

day

List

Hamilton Brown Shoes

Endicott-Johnso- n

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, New Moxicu
April 9, 1923.
Notice is hereby given that Luther
C. Trammell, of Springerville, Arizona
who on April 2, 1923, made homestead
entry No. 024386' for WK; SEK Section 22; NE, Section 27 Township
2 S., Range 21 W., N. M. P. Meridian
has filed notice of intention to make
final three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before, D. B. Baca, U. S. Commissioner,
at Quemado, New Mexico on the 26tn

o

RESTORATION TO ENTRY OF

New Stock Ladies' Oxfords

FOR PUBLICATION

S. Land

1, 1923.

FOR PUBLICATION

the line of

General Merchandise

Harry Bryan is in Magdalena on his
,
way home from Arizona.

The Cash Store
DRY

When in Need

Reserve, New Mexico,

up-

The Reserve Garage
General Repairing,
ne

Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies
Compare our prices with others
EVERY JOB GUARANTEED

on request.
NATIONAL
296

tf

.

BAT STATE SHOE

CO.

Broadway, New York, N. T.

Lathe Work
Welding

A

Phone No. 3.

.G. HILL,

Manager

